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Abstract

abstract

This paper shall be understood as an interdisciplinary attempt to combine math-

ematics, especially the field of Operations Research, with the dramatic theory

and media science. The present document is a resumption and further stage of

development of the model, published in a research paper with the german title:

Das Drama in Analogie zu einem dynamischen Programm. Entwicklung eines

Metamodells zur Strukturierung szenischer Handlung.

(Doi: 10.18725/OPARU-2410, VTS-71501), deutschen Nationalbibliothek idn:

1016388918 unter http://d-nb.info/1016388918

in 12/16/2009 on the Open Access Repository (former VTS) of the University of

Ulm and its english translation:

The drama considered as a dynamic program : an analogous comparision and

the development of a metamodel to structurize story lines.

(Doi: 10.18725/OPARU-9508)

published in 06/22/2018. It makes the attempt to use the model, presented in this

former paper to try to test the usability of the Bellman model, exactly the Bellman

equation adapted to a specialized score value model, also described in this paper.

The intention is to get an optimized storyline in screenplay- especially TV and web-

series development. It should help people involved in these kind of colaborative

work, especially ”showrunner” and ”storyliner” to get their work better organized

and make the right decisions about structure and content. This paper shows the

development of these extension of the primary model and the basic work with it

(shown by a simple example).

This paper is the english translation of the german paper:

Das PCM-EM Schema in der Anwendung, Drehbuchschreiben für Serien (Theo-

retischer Teil und praktischer Ansatz).

DOI: 10.18725/OPARU-7312
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Part I

A basic introduction
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1.1 What does it belong to?

In the year 2009 i first time summarized my suggestions about structuring and descrip-

tion of texts used in the dramatic arts like stage plays and screenplays. It was published

as a scientific paper at the Open Access Repository of the University of Ulm/Germany.

It got the title: ”Das Drama in Analogie zu einem dynamischen Programm. Entwick-

lung eines Metamodells zur Strukturierung szenischer Handlung” [1], or in the english

version [2]: ”The Drama considered as a dynamic program. An analogous comparision

and development of a Metamodel to structurize story lines.”

As a basic approach i took the model of the deterministic dynamic program, which is

used, to get a model of optimization in social- and economic science and of course in

mathematics, which was developed by Richard Bellman and known as the Bellman Value

iteration or Bellmans functional equation. I took this model to get an analogic model

in description of a dramatic process like a storyline.

I recognized some kind of analogy in the Bellman Model compared with structurs in

dramatic artwork like the scenic course of a screenplay or a normal stage play. Similar to

a dynamic program as a process which moves from state to state by periods you can see

the similarity in a play following its scenic or sequencial structure. Fixing the initial and

the final state of a scene/sequence we can make the suggestion that a transition function

called a scenic transition which sum up all the dramatic action in a scene/sequence do

this work. So you can compare it with a transition function of a deterministic dynamic

program in all its analogy.

This text shows the further state of development of this model. Isn’t it probably

suitable for a single dramatic- or screenplaywriter by its complexity, it could be very

helpfull in collaborative work, like in development of TV or web series. Particularly a

showrunner in creative discussion with his storyliners could profit by using this model

or parts of it. It increases the ability of all the involved persons, finding quite optimal

solutions of structural or dramatic problems which happens in the development process

of series, especially in forming the dramatic structure. This paper respects all, i did’nt

describe in my former publication or i could’nt respect at time, because of incompleteness

of knowledge of some aspects this topic belongs to. This should be investigated in a more

well-grounded way.

Also it should be made the attempt, what i negated in my former paper, to find a way to

optimize a scenic process or its evaluation based on the usage of the Bellman Equation.

First of all we have to revive the notions we found and which are described in the former
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paper ([1] and [2]).

About the english translation

The bibliography is widely in german, because it refers mostly to german books pub-

lished by german publishing houses. Only in the mentioned films you can find the english

translation.

To emphasize the significance of the terms ”Empathy Matrix”, ”Person Character Ma-

trix” and ”Action Matrix” always quotationmarks are used to do this. The terms ”fig-

ure”, ”person” and ”character”, are always used in the same manner and, in most cases

means the same.

Some citations are in german because the original documents i refered to, are also in

german. If needed, i used reference marks. So you better can find it in the german

original. I hope i had translated it good enough to avoid too much misunderstandings.

This translation is widely identic with the german original. In some minimal cases i had

to do some corrections and perhaps some extended descriptions to avoid misunderstnad-

ings and ambiguities.

1.2 Basics

1.2.1 The PCM-EM Scheme

The PCM-EM Schema is a meta-model to structurize a scenic dramatic plotline. It

is based on the dynamic program of Richard Bellman, used in the field of operations

research without respecting the aspect of optimization1. It’s used only to structrurize

scenic/sequential plotlines, seen as a timebased process.

In analogy to processes, we know from technics and economy it try’s to consider a

scenic course like a continuing periodical process. So the beginning of a scene and its

end are considered as a initial/final situation with its specific states similar to the states

of other periodic processes. Describing the initial and final situations we use the so

called ”Empathy Matrices” (EM), a specific use case of adjacense matrices in a special

adapted manner, as known from graph-theory, which are used to describe a so called

complete directed graph which shows the emotional relations between the acting persons

in a scene or sequence. The acting orders, derived by considering the the EM’s could be

1As described by the Author in [1] and [2].
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seen as a so called ”policy” defined in the Bellman-Model with no regard to optimization

criteria.

Also it doesn’t matter, which dramatic model is used (5-acts, 3-acts, heros journey,

etc.). So it’s called a meta-model suitable for all kindes of models which are used in the

context of play-development. The name PCM-EM schema is derived from the concept

PCM, the abrevation of ”Person Character Matrix”, as a list of characters, with their

specific personal attributes (a one dimensional matrix, better described as a vector) and

the ”Empathy Matrix” (EM) i mentioned before, which shows the emotional relations

between the characters in a scene/sequence all together.

The model should give the author a tool to increase his abilities in a dramatic develop-

ment process, to better structurize his work and to avoid mistakes on structural level.

It’s not, i mentioned, suitable for all kind of ”auctorial personality”. It’s suitable for

a strong systematic working author, mainly for collaborative workers like storyliners in

a team with a showrunner in a writersroom. It combines the following disciplines of

mathematics, informatics and literature:

Operations Research (OR), especially the field of discrete optimization in dynamic

programs.

Drama- und Communication science (M.Pfister [9]).

Graph-Theorie with it’s specific models from Informatics ond OR.

1.2.2 Remarks on structuring

The first chapter shows the definitions the ”notional world” of the PCM-EM Schema.

Less formal, as published in my first paper([1] or [2]), but with the needed strength to

show the reader, not so familiar with mathematical terms the meaning and the back-

ground of that, i described in my first paper. More formal aspects are partially shown

in the footnotes or in references to the places in my first publication.

In the second chapter it follows all the aspects, which are unvisible at time or quite

fuzzy. Aspects, discussed in the last chapter of this paper and we have to work out

in this publication. Especially the aspect of optimization, i excluded before, gets here,

which means in context with TV and web series, its own significance.

At this place i have to say: job titles like author, showrunner or storyliner and other

professionals in dramatic work , means genderindipendent male and female likewise.
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Citations and storyline-descriptions are always in italic letters. It’s not unified everytime,

but i think enough consequent to avoid mistakes und misunderstandings.

1.2.3 Destination route

Items of the following exploration are two topics, not treated in my first publication.

- Extending the process model by introducing the so called ”Actions Matrix” (abrev.

AM) to represent and implement the ”scenic transition function” with also intro-

ducing the technics of ”Mirroring” to define and initialize the AM.

- To get a decisiontheoretic/valueanalytic model and make the trial to optimize a

scenic/sequential structure by usage of the Bellman Model (in applying the Bell-

man Functional Equation). This should support screenplaywriter, but especially

showrunner, storyliner, in aspects of specific dramatical quality.

But, first of all, it follows a repetition and bringing in mind of the known terms from the

PCM-EM Schema published in [1] or [2] and a description of these all in a understandable

manner (i hope so). When needed follows a reference to the refernce inside the base

document.

1.2.4 Basic ideas from OR

The idea of the ”dynamic program” and it’s scenic model in analogy, should’nt be des-

cussed in this paper at this place and anywhere else. You can find the whole explanation

in [1] and [2] at the pages 6, 7 ff an in the following chapters of this paper introducing

the analogy model (page 25 ff). We now only look at the most important terms in this

context, which are necessary to understand the rest of the text.

1.2.5 Action space, restrictions and permitted actions

The term ”Action space”, ”restrictions” (it means the ”set of permitted actions”) are

sometimes quite misleading, because of the difficulties of right description in complex

systems. So at this place, we give twice the definition of them taken from the field of

OR and how they where adapted to the demands of dramatic storytelling:

So if S is a space of situations, A an Action space and P a space of acting persons. Then

is2:

2See also in [3] page 6.
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Di := Si × Ai set of restrictions, which means the set of all possible pairs of

situation and action, permitted at time ti in a dramatic scene or sequence i, with:

Si ⊆ S,Ai ⊆ A. Dti(sti) := {a ∈ Ati : (sti , a) ∈ Dti} the set of permitted

actions, at a specific point of time, caused by a specific situation sti at time ti in

scene i.

The terms set of restrictions and set of permitted actions can be distinguished

in the following manner:

The set of permitted actions has to be seen in respect to a specific situation s at a point

of time ti (abbrev. sti), but the ”set of restrictions” are valid for the whole Action space

at ti.

The term restriction could be misunderstood. Restrictions means in terms of ”re-

duction” only that a dramatic person has a reduced set of options in acting and not a

set of conditions in the meaning of obstacles for the character chosing the right action.

So in the given context, we are able to consider the process as a model of alternating

mutually influencing actions, restricting or extending faced Action spaces. It means, the

action of character B, other characters and events happens in a scene, have influence to

the set of permitted actions of character A in the next step (or perhaps simultanous).

Formal it means:

Is given a character A and actions of other dramatic persons combined with external

scenic events summed up to a ”whole event” g(i) at time i so the following proposition

is valid:

g(i) := g ∈ (DA(i) ∪DB(i) ∪DC(i) ∪ ... ∪G(i)) := G(i)

Referring to the actionsspaces and the permitted actions3of the single acting persons

then is:

DA(i + 1) = T Ii(DA(i), g(i)) where

T Ii defined as the function, determining or influencing the ”permitted Action

space”, it means the ”set of permitted actions” of character A at the following

point of time i + 1 called ”Transition Influence Function”, (abbrev. T I).

T Ii ⊂ T (sai (t0), a), that means T Ii is part of a ”Scenic Transition Function” which

affects the ”set of restrictions” of all the single acting persons.
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Hint: Indexing with i, ti und t0, t1 wasn’t successfull anytime and should not be

seen with papal strictness. There are scenic courses, indexed with i and points of

time ti inside a scene i also with a simplyfied index t0 for the beginning and t1 for

the endpoint of time. It makes the index i obsolet, which refers to the scene i. It’s

only in fact of clarity. Refers anything to a whole scene and the following, so we

are doing that without subindexing.

Example: At the point of time i (it means in scene i) character A owns a pistole and

with the right propositions of character he has the option of acting: ”Kill other people

with the gun”, especially character B at this moment i. B on his part, choose his option

for acting which is called: ”Snatch the gun from A” and which should take place in a

successfull manner. So the set of permitted actions of A is reduced by taking away the

option of A owning a gun and A looses his ability to shoot B in the next scene at point

of time i + 1. In formulas:

g(i) = aB(DB(i)) = ”Snatch a gun/pistole”.

DA(i + 1) = T Ii(DA(i), g(i)) = T Ii(DA(i), ’Snatch a gun/pistole” ) where:

DA(i + 1) = DA(i)\{’shoot A”}4

By snatching the gun by B, A has lost his pistole at the point of time i + 1 (in scene

i + 1) and the ability to use the gun to shoot A.

Simplifying the terms around the Action space

From now we will use the terms ”set of restrictions” or ”set of permitted actions” only if

quite mathematical strength is required. In parctical use, especially in the last chapter,

it’s enough to talk about the ”Action space” as a generic term for that, we discussed

before.

The term of the transition function

We can find in [1] or [2] beginning at page 26 a detailed description, what a so called

”Transition Function” means, especially considered in the Bellman model analoguous

scenic model. Citation:

3In [1] this topic isn’t fleshed out releted to the acting persons. The set of restrictions is seen as the

whole set of restrictions D(i) for a considered point of time i.
4\ is the ”subtraction” of a set from another, here the set {...} with the single element ”shoot A”.
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... In words it means: the ”transition function” T of the i-th scene under standard

conditions, which transfers the situation at the beginning of scene sai into the situa-

tion at the end of scene sei+1 is the choice ”a” of one or more actions of the acting

characters and the choice of events or happenings g from the set of restrictions,

more precisely the permissible actions and happenings at the point of time i in the

range of time [t0, t1]

and furthermore

... The verbalization of the ”scenic transition” in this manner gives us no informa-

tion about the kind and character of the chosen actions. It is a deliberate decision

to formulate the model not more precise. Normally it’s ment a series of actions,

it could be a single action ”a”, done by a character, e.g. the protagonist or a

set of simultanously running actions, mathematically presentable as an n-tupel.

Because normally it isn’t possible to show this circumstances in a strong formal

mathematical manner, it is permissible to simplify it in the way, discussed here.

How to get a transition function

The main question in this context is: How can we get a transition function, how does

it look like and what can we say about their performance. It’s not quite possible, to

formulate a transition function, which belongs to a process showing aspects of the whole

life, like a straight mathematical formula. In truth there are multiple different aspects,

considered in multiple different ways, using multiple different tools to finally get the so

called transition function.

The meaning of the transition function, refering to the definition above and the influence

in practicale use, we can find in chapter 3.3.3, page 76 ff, about the practical work with

a prototype of a software program for writing and management of TV and web series.
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1.2.6 The Person Character Matrix (PCM)

The ”Person Character Matrix” (abbrev. PCM), isn’t anything new in idea and struc-

ture. Every author take notes to his storyrelevant characters. Similar quite elaborated

ideas we can find e.g. in [5] or [16] and also in [13]. The only new idea is, to combine

this scheme with the rather formal scheme of a scenic structurization based on the pro-

cess definition of the so called dynamic program as the ground work of Bellmans value

iteration.

The PCM is defined in [1] or [2] (page 35) in the following manner:

The ”Person Character Matrix” (PCM) is a rectangular scheme, used to describe

the attributes of the character of a person. The rows of the scheme contains the

person, the columns their attributes.

The PCM shows primarily the ”stationary” attribtes of a character (see the chap-

ters before).

The PCM fixes the most relevant aspects of a character and give them a specific structure.

Existing patterns

Important in this case are the ideas and approaches of Lajos Egri in his book ”Drama-

tisches Schreiben”5in Chapter II about defining the character ([5], page 55, 60), and

which are also used by Oliver Schütte in his book ”Die Kunst des Drehbuchlesens”[16]

in a similar way6. Things like we call the ”need” and the ”want”, or in other words

the difference of the destination of a whole life or parts of it and the real inner desire

of a person should take place in a PCM, where the destination, mainly considering the

EMs7, is a more secundary fact. The ”need” in this case is very important and takes

place in the main diagonals of the EMs, where the inner conflicts of the characters are

defined. Using the contents of the diagonal of the EMs, you can generate the individual

character arc of every single person, as a by-product definig the EMs of a BVS8and all

this in a very discerning way.

4That’s the basic part of the attributes of a character, which don’t change in the course of a storyline.
5The german title.
6See chapter ”Figuren” at page17, which is particularly described by him.
7Abbrevation for Empathiematrix, Chapter1.2.7 page 11 ff.
8Abbrevation for the german ”Beziehungs-Verlaufsscheme”, chapter 1.2.9 page 12 ff.
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Criteria to characterize a figure (character)

What should we know about a character, what do we need and what is really necessary

to meet the requirements structuring dramatic work using EMs?

The EMs are describing the ”empathic” relations between all characters at different

points of time in a drama. They characterize a situation. It means, starting at stationary

attributes or better sayed character traits, developing plausible relations between the

characters in the course of the drama. It means e.g. a common man doesn’t become a

criminal, if it isn’t defined in his basic character traits described in a PCM. At least it

seems not very plausible.

The basic traits of a character (stationarity).

Now let’s look at the character traits, defined in a PCM (see [1] page 35 ff) and called

”stationary”9. Defining a ”Need-Motivation-Action-Destination” scheme10([1] page 45

ff), it’s possible to gather the basic stationary character traits in a quite appropriate

manner. How described in [1] and [2] the PCM is defined rather fuzzy. Their structur

is open, so it enables the author in a more free manner, to define the needs, motivation,

and destination of a character and to show the direction of the following action.

Extended attributes of a character in a scenic course.

To show changes in chacater traits are the main task of single EM-Schemeta. Because of

the need to define a single EM at the beginning and a the end of a scene or sequence and

the ending EM is the beginnig EM for the next scene (at so called ”standard conditions”),

we get a sequence of schemeta, describing the development of the characters. This

enables us, to get more finestructured character arcs, as used in known programs or

methods until now.

Application

We now want to show this all at the end in a quite more extensive example as shown in

[1] (page 46 ff), which was used to show and describe the main terms and the basic use.

9The term ”stationary” isn’t the same as used in describing s dynamic program defined by Bellman.
10How defined by L.Seger in [7].
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1.2.7 The Empathie Matrix (EM)

Also at this place we refer to the publication [1] or [2] which underlies this presented

paper. Details describing what a ”Empathy Matrix” (EM) is and how to use it, you

can find in chapter 4 at page 38. We now look at this from the view of Graph theory,

a disciplin of mathematics and computational science and we want to investigate the

meaning of the ”Empathy Matrix” in practice, which is important to understand its

usage in normal application.

Adjacense matrix vs. a directed graph

Taking two persons A and B and showing their relationsship by using a ”completely

directed graph” with loops, so we can get, what we can see in the following picture at

the left side11:

On the right side we can see the related squareshaped scheme of the Adjacense matrix

or in our specific case the so called ”Empathy Matrix” (EM). This all looks still well

arranged. Relations could be remarked at the edges of the graph in a lucid manner. The

arrangement of the nodes together with the edges are still open.

But if you extend the group of characters, e.g. by adding of three more characters C, D

and E you get the following relational structur. As shown in the Adjacense matrix it’s

quite well arranged, but if you look at the left side, the structure of the graph is rather

chaotic and not really easy comprehensible.12

11See also in [3] page 13 ff.
12What a lovely euphemism.
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Applying the Empathy Matrices

Applying the ”Empathy Matrices” is strongly related with gaining of the transition

function, one of the basic elements of Bellmans dynamic program. Using the EMs,

we can get the alternativ Action matrices (described later) describing the actions in a

storyline and gives us the ability to get a ”valueanalytic” optimization of a course of

actions (BVS). How it works, is shown in chapter 3.3.3. A further use we show in the

next section.

1.2.8 Gaining the character arc

One interesting property of the ”Empathy Matrix” , given by its structur, is to show

the inner conflicts of a character along the fields of the so called main diagonal of the

matrix. Here we everytime meet the question: What senses character A to himself (A

to A). Finding an answer for this question for all EMs in the whole scenic course, we

get a chronoligic description of the development of the character traits of one figure,

the development of its inner conflict attitudes and something else in this context. In

a appropriate software we can extract these parts of the EMs (the main diagonale),

evaluate them and show the character arc in a separated view.

1.2.9 The Relation course scheme (Beziehungs- Verlaufsschema BVS)

Finally we need also a scheme, to map a process, described by a dynamic program as a

whole. This could be achieved by using the so called BVS, the german abbrevation of a

scheme, which describes the course of a scenic process, introduced and described in [1].

The BVS, the ”Beziehungs-Verlaufsschema” or translated in english, the ”relation course
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scheme” (possible abbrevation: RCS). In [1] or [2] it’s defined in the following manner13:

Given a sequence of scenes SZ. A schema describing the transition of the state at

the beginning of a scene into the final state at the end of a scene is called a BVS

(or RCS14). It explains the course of a scenic process as a dynamic program in a

formal manner.

...→ EMa
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

EMe
i−1=̂EMa

i

→ T (EMa
i , a)→ EMa

i+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
EMe

i =̂EMa
i+1

→...

Then szai is defined as the ”situation at the beginning of a scene”, what means the

state of relationships between the persons at the beginning of a scene, szei as the

”situation at the end of a scene”. This situation are to put into the EM .

Differently from the basic definition, given in [1] or [2] we now expand our consideration

to a course of sequences, because, in fact of the following reasons:

- Sequences are ”logical units” to subsume a course of scenes, making it more com-

fortable to describe a (sub-)process containig more then one scene.

- A single scene, used in a more exposive manner describing a situation with sparse

action, could be less significant considering the course of a plotline. It happens as

it were nothing. So it’s neccesary to consider the superior context, shown by the

sequence which contains the scene.

- Developing a software, which deals with this aspects, especially such processes, it’s

essentiell to define a BVS (or RCS) as a course of sequences. To consider a course

of single scenes, it’s neccesary to define a scene as a sequence, containing one single

scene, a ”singletone-scene-sequence”.

So we get the following BVS-related modification of the definition given above:

Given a sequence of scenes or sequences SZ. A schema describing the

transition of the state of beginning of a scene or sequence into the state at

the end of a scene or sequence is called a BVS (or RCS). It explains the

course of a scenic process as a dynamic program in a formal manner.

...→ EMa
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

EMe
i−1=̂EMa

i

→ T (EMa
i , a)→ EMa

i+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
EMe

i =̂EMa
i+1

→...

13See [1] page 37 ff.
14Remark: The abbrevation RCS isn’t used in [1] and [2].
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Then szai is defined as the ”situation at the beginning of a scene or se-

quence”, what means the state of relationships between the persons at the

beginning of a scene or sequence, szei as the ”situation at the end of a scene

or sequence”. This situation are to put into the EM .

Alternatives in action

An important task of a BVS is, to gain some alternative actions, following the basic

idea of the plotline and help to describe them. This could be done by generating a new

alternative sequence of actions which contains this new alternative course of actions.

Following the course of the basic course, it takes a new direction at the point of the

desired alternative, which also shows the need of a software to controll this quite difficult

process. We pick up this point in the following chapters at the right time.
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1.3 How to work with the PCM-EM Scheme

Looking at the last section inside the last chapter of [1] or [2] we can ask one question

again: How can we gain a transition function, what means a set of choosen actions to

transit a scenic situation from its beginning point to its final state?

In [1] or [2] we did’nt discuss this problem which was described in chapter 5.2 and 5.4

very vaguely. But, refering to a method of a later scenic optimization and methods of

better structurizing, we now introduce one more item. But first:

1.3.1 The transition function

How can we start? For this question we now can give an answer.

Embedded into the BVS (RCS) we first of all fix, it means we define the EMs at the

beginning and at the end of a scene (or sequence). In other words starting at a initial

situation we try to develop an final situation in a quite straight manner. Thereby the

following premises are valid:

- How does the scene promote the plotline?

- How does the final situation of the scene or sequence look alike?

The answer of the second question could be shown by using the EMs in a quite good

structrized manner. Beginning with the startsituation displayed in EMa confronting it

with the final situtaion in EMe we can show the emotional state we want to gain. Is ”M”

a male and ”F” a female character, we define for example the following initial situation

EMa shown lefthand in the next picture15:

15See also in [3] page 17 ff.
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The desired final situation in EMe we can find in the EM displayed righthand in the

picture, limiting our considerations to the ”interfigural relations” what means unconsid-

ering the ”inner conflicts” of the characters normaly shown in the main diagonal.

How can we gain now, beginning at EMa the emotional ending states of the characters

described in EMe. To find an answer of this question, we need to define an appropri-

ate transition function T , mentioned before in [1] or [2], following Bellmans model. As

mentioned it wasn’t discussed in [1] or [2] any more, but now we will look more precise

at this issue. Our intention now is to develop a tool, to show the transition from EMa

to EMe more descriptive or in better words illustrative, so an author or groups of them

can better practice the ideas behind of it. Look at the following picture:
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The transition function T in this case, is represented by the so called ”Action Matrix”

(AM), which shows the specific action to gain it’s individual final state shown in EMe

by selfinteracting or interaction with other characters in the scene, or driven by scenic

events, what means things happend without the influence of character-related actions.

To do this, its neccesary to project the appropriate field of the EMs into appropriate

field of the ”Action Matrix”, using the main diagonal of the matrix as a ”mirrorline”.

Because of that its possible to use the same structure in the AM which we used in the

EMs. We call this method ”Mirroring”. It gives us the ablility to look at one char-

acter ”A” and show the relations to the other characters (”B”, ”C”, ...) rowbased by

transposing them. For example look at the proposition:

”A” feels for ”B”.

inside a field of the ”Empathy Matrix” (EM), we can get the following correct formulated

question:

What has ”B” to do, to gain the emotions in ”A”?

or better, in a more general way:

What should happen, to gain the emotions in ”A” related to ”B”?

in the analogous fields in the ”Action Matrix” (AM).

As mentioned we call this technique ”Mirroring”. It is needed, because the AM ever

displayes the action evoked in the other related character and if we want to show it

rowbased. So ”Mirroring” is required. Related to our last example it means, taking the

question:

- M feels for F,

we get by taking the main diagonal of a quadratic matrix as a mirror, the question:

- What should F do, that M feels in this manner?

Or more complete to what happens in the whole scene or sequence:

- What must happen or be done, that M feels for F in this manner?

Similar we do it for F, so the rowbased structure of considering is protected.

For using in a appropriate software16it could make sense, to ”remirror” the structur, if
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you want to get another behaviour of the user interface. The AM ever has to provide

space for more then one possible alternative action or event, but in this case, you have

to define a whole alternative AM, as discussed later in the paper. Furthermore there are

fields required to handle and show the so called ”score values”, shown in the following

chapters.

The question, how we can do this, we discuss in the next chapter at page 43 ff.

Summing up all these single actions, required to gain the emotional final state of the char-

acters, we get taking this way a detailed description of the transition function T (Si, ai),

transforming the whole system to the final state or final situation

Sei+1 = Sai+1 ⇒ T (Si, ai) = Si+1.

At last, its shown again a more mathematical structurized picture of the ”Mirroring”.

Figure 1.1: Technique of Mirroring.

16As shown in a software-usecase, developed by the author.
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1.4 The value iteration by Richard Bellman

1.4.1 The term value iteration

Citing my first publication [1] or [2] i refer to the analogy of a dynamic program based on

the theory of Richard Bellman compared with a scenic course, a process structure we find

in stage- and screenplay. The main goal of Bellman is, to find a optimization function,

used in a process of value iteration, to get a solution for the underlying optimization

problem.

How mentioned in [1] or [2] it makes no sense in some kinds of aspects, if we consider

a dramatic process. But it could be helpfull, if we need a tool to evaluate the quality

of a storyline and given alternatives, which we want to discuss in the next sections and

chapters.

1.4.2 Introduction

The idea of Bellmans value iteration is to find a solution for a given optimization problem,

which could be be discribed by a course of succeeding choice- and compare operations,

formed by an iterative algorithm.

It means, to find a method to get a sequence of actions, gained by a dynamic program,

which are optimal, in other words, which give us an optimal solution for the optimization

problem with a finit time-horizon. A method17, to handle

”finite sets with bad structur, where only naive searching seems to be feasible18.”

In short: The value iteration of Richard Bellman give us a suitable search- und assess-

ment algorithm and is a meta model which can be used for different questions.

1.4.3 Fundamentals

We want to show and explain Bellmans value iteration by using a quite simple example.

The term ”simple” is a little bit euphemistic because of the basic complexity such prob-

lems inhere.

But first of all we want to give the basic definitions, which could be found in [10], OR I,

page 56:

18See also the in [3] at the end of page 23 the original citation in german.
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Definition A instationary deterministic dynamic program with given horizon N ∈ N
is a tupel19

((Sn), (An), (Dn), (Tn), (rn), (Vn)) with the following meaning:

1. Sn is a set of a nonempty arbitrary set, called the space of states at time

n ∈ {0, 1, ..., N}.

2. An is a set of a nonempty arbitrary set, called Action space at time

n ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}.

3. Dn ⊂ Sn ×An is the set of restrictions20and has for all s ∈ Sn

nonempty s-cuts

Dn(s) := {a ∈ An : (s, a) ∈ Dn}.

is the set of permitted actions s ∈ Sn at time n.

4. Tn : Dn → Sn+1 is the transitionfunction (transformation of the states)

at time n.

5. rn : Dn → R is called the (onestep) profitfunction at time n.

6. Vn : Sn → R is the terminal profitfunction21at time N .

The dynamic program now follows the definition given below (see [10], OR I, page 57):

”A system is starting at a fixed state s0 ∈ S0. taken an action a0 ∈ D0(s0) a profit

is obtained r0(s0, a0) and the system goes to s1 := T0(s0, a0). This process repeats

N -times. At time N the system is in state sN and we obtain the terminal profit

Wn(sN ) ”.

So we are able to define the following optimization task (see [10], OR I, Seite 57):

”At a given state at start S0 ∈ S0 and a given horizon for planing N ∈ N we

search for a sequence (a0, a1, ..., aN−1) of actions, complying the restrictions an ∈
Dn(sn), 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 (wherei sn+1 = Tn(sn, an) ) and which maximizes (or

minimizes) the total profit

19See also [3] page 24 ff.
21Or the set of the pairs of permitted states or actions.
21The terminal profitfunction is often denoted as Wn.
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N−1∑
n=0

rn(sn, an) + VN (SN )→ max or (min).

So were

V ?(S?
N ) =

N−1∑
n=1

r(s?n, a
?
n)+VN (s?N ) is the maximized (minimized) total profit22.

Where is:

x = (a?0, a
?
1, ..., a

?
N−1) ∈ ∆N (S?

N ) the ”optimal sequence of actions” or ”opti-

mal policy”, which give us the best profit.

∆N (S?
N ) is the set of possible action-sequences, beginning at the ”optimimal”

state S?
N .

We can solve this ”optimization problem” by applying Bellmans value iteration. Which

uses the so called Bellmans functional equation

Vn(sn) = max
a∈D(sn)

[r(sn, a) + Vn+1(
T (sn, a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=sn+1

)]) (1)

Where is:

T (sn, a) = sn+1 the transition function

We assume, the mathematical propositions are all valid. For a better understanding

how a value iteration works, here are a short illustration with the planing horizon N = 4

refering to the maximum. Is:

VNx?(s0) =
N−1∑
k=0

r(sk, ak) + V4(sN ), N = 4⇒

V4x?(s0) =
3∑

k=0

r(sk, ak) + V4(s4)

= max
a∈D(s0)

[r(s0, a0) +

max
a∈D(s1)

[r(s1, a1) +

max
a∈D(s2)

[r(s2, a2) +

max
a∈D(s3)

[r(s3, a3) + V4(s4)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
= V3(s3) bei a = a?3︸ ︷︷ ︸

]

= V2(s2) bei a = a?2︸ ︷︷ ︸
]

= V1(s1) bei a = a?1︸ ︷︷ ︸
]

=V0(s?0) bei a=a?
0

22Given our optimum as a maximum in this example.
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= V ?(s?N )

with n ≤ N = 4 it follows generally:

Vn(sN ) = Vnx?(sN ) = max
a∈D(sn)

[r(sn, a) + Vn+1(T (sn, a))]

Remark: n is to see as a level index and runs from 0 to N −1 or respectivly from N −1

bis 0 in reverse direction refering to the specific application.

The functional equation of Bellman follows ”Bellmans Optimalizm Priciple”, which says

the following:

It exists an optimal sequence of actions (optimal policy)

x = (a?0, ..., a
?
N−1) ∈ ∆(S?

N ) with sn+1 = T (sn, a
?
n) with:

r(sn, a
?
n) + Vn+1(T (sn, a

?
n) = max

a∈D(sn)
[r(sn, a) + Vn+1(T (sn, a))] (2)

As a conclusion: The terminal profit function W all over period N , applying the optimal

sequence of actions (a?0, ..., a
?
N−1), also called the ”optimal policy”, were r(s?i , a

?
i ) is the

profit function of a periode n and VN (s?N ) is the profit of the initial or starting value.

Using that, we obtain an iterative or recursive algorithm, which give us the ability to

perform such optimizations, which is called ”Bellmans Value Functional equation”23.

The algorithm normally has two steps24:

1.) First, using a reverse computation beginning at the final state SN using Bell-

mans Functional-Equation, we get the optimal total-profit ’ V ?(S?
N ).

2.) After that, using a forward computation we obtain the optimal sequence of

actions, which delivers the (optimal) total profit.

We want to discuss this more detailed at another place using a more detailed example.

The most published application in this case are the following three examples:

- The investmentproblem, as a continuous case.

- The productionproblem, as a discrete case.

- The search for the shortest path (shortest path problem)25.

23More details about this could be found in [10], OR I, Seite 57 ff und in [8] generally at page 592, or

especially at page 600.
24See also the german description in [3] page 27 ff.
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At this place we don’t consider the investmentproblem as an example for continuous

functions. Our problem isn’t continuous and too much more terms are needed to define

and explain it, which are no more used in the rest of this text.

The production-problems as a descrete problem shows the right direction, but for our

problem only one example is suitable, the shortest path problem.

1.4.4 Example: Searching for the shortest path

Similar to the problem of the ”traveling salesman” the shortest-path-problem deals with

the problem to find edges of minimal length inside a graph26. There we need no ”real

edges”. The length of the egdes could be taken as a synonym for any length or weight

taken by this model. Important iat this place is, to gain a suitable metric27, used by the

Bellman Model as a method for searching a ”shortest path” in kind of a total evaluation,

which shows the minimal biased or deviation value from a desired optimum. Refering

to to a dramatic model we will see, that it is possible, to gain so called score-values

as the weight of the ”edges” as kind of a virtual edge-length to use the model of the

”shortest-path-search” to get a model for evaluating a dramatic process. More about

this follows at a later time. First now we consider a simple example to show the basic

problem and the following algorithm to generally solve the ”shortest-path-problem”.

To show this, we look at a partial graph of the given graph of a ”shortest-path-problem”

with only four nodes. From the start node we can see two edges connecting it with two

state-nodes of the second periode and the connecting edges to the single state-node of

the next periode. As we can see, yields the period-transition from n = 0 to n = 1

the underneath edge with the value (or weight) 5 as an optimal value (the minimum)

and each weighted alternative action should be considered and the weights should be

summarized to get our desired minimum.

We start with the two edges at the beginning with the values 5 und 10, rating the

transition to the next state.

s0→ s1[0]⇒ V1 = 10

s0→ s1[1]⇒ V1 = 5

25To complete this, i mention also the ”knappsack-problem” similar to the investment-problem and

the traveling-salesman-problem similar to the shortest-path-problem.
26A good description of this problem you can find for example in [11].
27A distance norm in kind of the norm of the absolute value or the euclidian distance.
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⇒ V1 = 5 the minimum.

Considering the period-transition from n = 1 to n = 2 we get the sum of the total

weights as V2 = 10 + 4 = 14 in opposite to the total weights of V2 = 5 + 12 = 17

following the alternate path as an optimal value.

s0→ s1[0]→ s2[0]⇒ V2 = 10 + 4 = 14

s0→ s1[1]→ s2[0]⇒ V2 = 5 + 12 = 17

⇒ V2 = 14 the minimum.

The initial optimum V1 = 5 is falling behind, if we total up it with the weight of the only

possible way or action, the weight of the following edge. Summarizing the weights of the

red coloured path yields the optimal solution in this case (minimum). The first made

decission to take the way, weighted with 5 proves to be false, considering the following

periode summed up.

The model of the ”shortest-path-search” could be described the following way:

Starting at a initial node we can reach the succeeding nodes following different

time-steps the nodes are associated (which symbolizes the states). The connectiong
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edges of the nodes have different length or weights (which symbolizes the cost

uprising in a period). It’s now to find the path, which summarizes the costs in the

”shortest way” connecting the initial node with the final node.

The actions are the selection of suitable nodes, refering to the shortest-path-

constraint, possible to choose at a specific point of time of the periode (set of

permitted actions at time n).

The valid states per periode (partial set of the whole space of states) are represented

by the nodes, associated to a specific point of time of a period.

The sequence of the choosen nodes, which yields the shortest path-length, symbol-

izes the ”optimal policy”.

-
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The computation-rules (algorithm) for Bellmans value iteration are:

Compute descending (beginning at n = N − 1 to n = 0 in reverse direction),

refering to (1) and (2):

Vn(sn) = max
a∈D(sn)

[r(sn, a) + Vn+1(T (sn, a))] reverse computation).

r(sn, a) yields the length or the edge sn refering to action a, that means it

is merely decision-function and T (sn, a) = sn+1 the choosen edge leading

to the node sn+1.

(It yields the maximized ”total profit” V ?(S?
N )).

Save a? as the ”optimal action”.

Determine with beginning at the state by starting (Forward computation) from

the saved a? using the state-sequence sn+1 = T (sn, a
?
n) the optimal sequence of

actions (optimal policy) ∆? = (a?0, a
?
1, ..., a

?
N−1).
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Written in a pseudocode, similar to the programming-language python:

for n in range(N-1, 0): # reverse computation.

for s in S(n):

v(s),a = max(rn(s,a)+v(T(s,a)) mit a aus Dn(s)

a_max(n) = a

Vn = v(s) # maximizead total profit.

s = s0

for n in range(0,N-1): # forward computation.

a = a_max(n)

s = T(s,a)

delta = delta + ", " + a

print(delta) # printing the optimized sequence of actions (optimal policy).

To make it clear, here an example. Given the following graph, we will find, beginning at

node s0 the shortest path to node s5. For every step we get the set of valid states and

permitted actions. Its:

n = 0 : D(s0) = {(8, s1[0]), (10, s1[1]), (12, s1[2])}

n = 1 : D(s1[0]) = {(10, s2[0])}, D(s1[1]) = {(12, s2[1])}, D(s1[2]) = {(14, s2[1])}

n = 2 : D(s2[0]) = {(10, s3[0]), (12, s3[1])}, D(s3[1]) = {(14, s3[1]), (15, s3[2])}

n = 3 : D(s3[0]) = {(10, s4[0])}, D(s3[1]) = {(12, s4[1])}, D(s3[2]) = {(18, s4[0])}
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n = 4 : D(s4[0]) = {(8, s5)}, D(s4[1]) = {(10, s5)}

Shown are here the pair consisting of the weight of the action and the state and the edge

leads. The pairs are also representing the transition-function, leading to the next state.

n sn[0] sn[1] sn[2]

5 s5 = 0 - -

4 8 + V5(s5)= 8 10 + V5(s5) = 10 -

3 10 + V4(s4[0])= 18 12 + V4(s4[1]) = 22 18 + V4(s4[0]) = 26

2 min[10 + V3(s3[0]), min[16 + V3(s3[0]), -

12 + V3(s3[1])] 14 + V3(s3[1]),

15 + V3(s3[2])]

min[28, 34]= 28 min[34, 36, 41] = 34

1 10 + V2(s2[0])= 38 12 + V2(s2[1]) = 46 14 + V2(s2[1]) = 48

0 min[8 + V1(s1[0]), - -

10 + V1(s1[1]),

12 + V1(s1[2])]

min[46, 56, 60]= 46

Results of Vn(s).

We now get the following optimal sequence of actions (optimal policy), following the

underlined values, which symbolizes our edges, from below (it means beginning at n = 0

to n = 5 (forward computation):

a = 8 (to s1[0]) → a = 10 (to s2[0]) → a = 10 (to s3[0]) → a = 10 (to s4[0])

→ a = 8 (to s5).

x = (8, 10, 10, 10, 8) ∈ ∆N (SN ) with N = 5 represents the optimal sequence of

actions (optimal policy).

Looking at this example we can see a specific characteristic predestining the shortest-

path-model to be used in our application using Bellmans value iteration in assessment

of dramatic processes. Bellmans value iteration does not assess the dramatic process.

It must be done before, to get the weights, we need for the assessment, in a prephase

gaining the dramatic course, the storyline.

27Often ambiguous, but visible in the context.
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1.4.5 The dramatic model as a process

As shown in [1] or [2] we can find a specific analogy between a dynamic program and a

dramatic course, a storyline, divided into scenic structures28.

-

-

Si Si+1

T (Si, a) = Si+1

a ∈ D(Si)

To illustrate it:

T := All actions and events collected in a, which transfers situation Si into situation

Si+1 and which are permitted in scene i (a ∈ D(Si).

Si := (EMai(= (EMei−1), ...) describes the situation in the scenic process which

is similar to Bellmans model. It means, a state at time i or in the scenic model

a initial situation shown by the ”Empathy Matrix” EMai at the beginning of the

scene which is conform to the ”Empathy Matrix” of the preceding scene i − 1,

will be transfered, using a transition-function T into the demanded final state,

expressed by a ”Empathy Matrix” EMai+1 , which shows the initial state of the

next scene29, which is the guarantee for a continuing and logic consistent scenic

course. What seems arbitrarily for the audience, it is so well-determinated for the

author (deterministic character of this kind of process).

We propose the so called standard-situation, which means every end of a scene

28See also in [3] page 33 ff.
29Under the conditions of the so called ”standard-situation” (see [1] or [2] chapterl 1.6, page 11).
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is the beginning of the next scene following a continuing course, which could be

break through or deconstructed in the final scenic design following a specific sujet

(some keywords are: flashback, dreamsequences in the future, beginning in the

peripety30like in a classic stage-play).

It doesn’t matter which classic model we will use as a pattern for assessment. It

could be derived from the heroes journey, the aristotelic 3-act model, the classic

5-act model or something else. This is the main attribute of a meta model.

1.4.6 Bellmans Value iteration in the dramatic model

We now only want to consider the comparatively simple model of Bellmans Value itera-

tion applied in the deterministic dynamic program, and regarding to a decission process

the simple discrete model. The value iteration should give us a suggestion function based

on the assessment patterns developed later in this paper, which enables the experienced

screenplaywriter, scriptdoctor, showrunner or storyliner, to get better results, discussing

varrying alternative scenic solutions. A task, which could not be done by a machine,

gaining really unique solutions. The problem of finding the shortest path in a graph,

should be the starting point of our next consideration.

30The term of a sudden twist in the classic dramatic theorie by Aristhoteles et.al.
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1.5 Trial of how to optimize

In the research-paper i published in 2009 ([1] or [2]), i discussed the question: Is it

possible, to optimize things, like the development of a dramatic process, and if it is,

which direction will it take?

Further deliberations induced me, to search for a possible basic approach and to present

it at this place. But first of all, what do we want to optimize, to make it better?

Starting at a given story, we know, that a story is a sequence of actions and events,

which could be told in quite various manner. Following a specific sujet, what means the

specific way to solve a artistic task, the story follows the storyline, as the way it may be

realized. To do this, we want to extend our well known definitions.

1.5.1 Patterns for assessment

Given a BVS-Scheme under standard-conditions (see in [1] page 12 ff and 37 ff).

Definition: (Patterns for assessment)31

- A template to control a dramatic course is called a Narrative/Normative Pat-

tern.

- A sequence of given score values for the pattern is called a Volatility- or Devi-

ation pattern32V L.

- A single periodic ”comparative figure33” (sequence member) is called the Volatil-

ity score value (or Deviation score value) V LSi of a situation Si, and the

following is valid:

V L := (V LS0 , V LS1 , V LS2 , ..., V LSi , V LSi+1 , ..., V LSN−2
, V LSN−1

)

Furthermore the known standard conditions are extended by a another requirement:

A BVS (or RCS) under standard conditions is called ”transient” or ”dejavu’-free”,

if no situation is repeated identically34.

31See also in [3] page 35 ff.
32”Volatility” as a term for ”swaying deviation” to an ideal measure.
33Figure here in the meaning of a a number.
34”Only one time the marmot is greeting.” Refering to [23]
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So the ”Narrativ/Normative Pattern” defines the course of the sujet, which follows the

”Volatility pattern”.

And we get the following proposition describing our process scheme, particularly the

transition function. Is.

Si+1 = T (Si, a
?
i ) with a?i ∈ D(S

ai−1

i ) : r̂((Si, a
?
i ) := |V Li − r(Si, a

?
i )| → min .

That means the following:

It’s to be find the optimal action a? refering to a period or a scenic transition, which

minimizes the absolute value between the ”Volatility score value” and the rating- or

assessment function r of the choosen action a, defined as r̂. We get more precise:

(
S
a?i
i+1

D(S
a?
i

i+1)
) = T (S

a?i−1

i , a?i )

What means, the situation Si+1 depends on the last choosen action ai (a?i in the optimal

case) or at least is influenced by it and the set of permitted actions in the next situ-

ation D(S
a?i
i+1) is also influenced by the (optimal) action inside the transition function

T (S
a?i−1

i , a?i ), which leads us to situation Si+1.

Alternative situations35are given by the dependencies of Si related to ai−1, shown by an

additionally chosen index (after ai−1). But, in practice T primarily takes influence to

the space of actions and events, it means the set of permitted actions and events. D.

It’s what we wish to see, because situations, exactly the situations at the beginning and

the end of a scene or sequence are determined by a ”Narrative/Normative Pattern”36,

so we get the following value iteration (where also ”counted” from n = 0 to n = N − 1

):

Vi = min
ai∈D(S

ai−1
i )

[r̂(S
ai−1

i , ai) + Vi+1(T (S
ai−1

i , ai)]

with

r̂((S
a?i−1

i , a?i ) := |V Li − r(S
a?i−1

i , a?i )| → min.

and

(Sai
i+1, D(Sai

i+1)) = T (S
ai−1

i , ai)

35Therefore another place or another time.
36Reflecting the desired specific development or movement of the scenic course. What it especially

means. Is shown in the following parts of this paper.
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which follows as an result of the ”profit function”

N−1∑
i=1

r̂(S
ai−1

i , ai) + VN (SN )→ min

mit ai−1 ∈ D(S
ai−2

i−1 ).

and

r̂(S
ai−1

i , ai) := |V Li − r(S
ai−1

i , ai)|

How we can see, we get in case of this action a situation Si+1 which always refers to

each choosen action. So we get at time i+ 1 a set of situations refering to the permitted

actions.

Si+1 = {Sa0
i+1, S

a1
i+1, S

a2
i+1, ..., S

an
i+1}

It’s easy to recognize, that the base of the model is the ”search for the shortest path”.

Starting at a initial state, we search, refering to rated actions as a measure for weight

or way-length, for the next state, which refers to another rated actions and so on and

thats all under the condition of the minimation of the whole sum of ratings (as used as

a deviation value for a rated value and a desired optimum).

We can bring to mind, that it isn’t easy, to get a whole rating of all possible graphs

(or pathes) according to all possible alternative actions which leads on its part to other

possible alternative actions. To consider specific detail-problems occuring in this case,

we look at a simple but quite expressive example following up this paper.

1.5.2 The ”Blockbuster formula”

No, this quite ironically meant notion doesn’t refer to the work of Prof. Henning-Thurau

[19], [20] at the WWU in Münster Germany. It’s not the attempt, to find the formula or

a recipy to write ”the awesome, amazing story”. It’s only the timid effort, following a

specific systematics, to get suggestions for optimal structurizing a storyline and to gain,

with the help of scriptdoctors and other experts in dramatic structur, a really good

storyline.

Let us look at that, what should be done concretely. From the story and the sujet,

underlying the Narrativ/Normative Pattern, we get the Volatility pattern V L

used in the storyline. It’s as mentioned a sequence of score values V Li , in kind of a

time-run overlayed the BVS (or RCS see [1] or [2] page 36 ff) .
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As shown in the illustration below, we can see the distances between ri and V Li. If

its difference summed up is minimal, we got an optimum for the whole scenic course.

In other words: Our solution is the solution with the smallest deviation of an ideal

dramatic course, given by the ” Narrative/Normative Scheme” shown by the sequence

of the ”Volatility patterns”.

-

-

S0 S1 S2 ... Si Si+1 ...

V L0

r0

V L1

r1

V L2

r2

...

V Li

ri

V Li+1

ri+1
V LN−1

rN−1

SN

T (S
ai−1

i , ai) = Si+1

We have seen in [1] or [2] all dramatic course could be considered as a decission-theoretical

model. Characters are making decissions or are affected in made decissions, which all

have influence to their further actions or events outside their acting and take influence

to their action space respectively the set of their permitted actions or possible events.

To show this, here the mentioned, simple example37:

Given a?Si
∈ D(S

a?i−1

i , a?i−1) defines the following action:

a?i : A gives B a revolver or a pistole.

then is:

a?i+1 : B fires at C.

member of the set permitted actions D(S
a?i
i+1, a

?
i ) of situation Si+1. If action a?i in Si

isn’t be done, it’s also not possible to choose in Sai
i+1 the action a?i+1. The single sets of

permitted actions are following a scecific causallity.

So new sets of permitted actions are generated refering to these different actions, and

connected with that, new different situations. It grows a complex ”set of pathes” of

alternative actions, which are by growing complexity more difficult to assess.

Looking at this fact, furthermore the kind of the implementation of our model as a

”search for the shortest path” is obvious.

37See also the german original text in [3] page 38 ff.
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If the conditions of our model are true, so it directly follows the proposition, that a

optimization is possible, because our model is similar shaped to our basic model (in

mathematical analogy) looking at the basic conditions. Anything to say about the

quality of the model isn’t possible at this time. In other words:

Is it possible, to describe the optimization-problem in this way, we can get an

optimum, using Bellmans Value iteration.

The quality and usability of the result depends on the quality and usability of the

rating- or assessment-function r̂(S
ai−1

i , ai).

Our next task is, to find a ”usable” rating-or assessment-function r̂(S
ai−1

i , ai).

1.6 A ”narrative/normative” rating model

1.6.1 Gaining suitable parameters

As shown before, we got, using ”Bellmans Value iteration” a suitable method, to inspect

rating-processes depending on the ”shortest-path-problem”. Because of the kind of the

rating-process as a ”shortest-path-problem”, the given conditions are valid, looking at

this, as a mathematical problem. So an optimization is possible, which yields an optimal

result.

However, the problem arises at another place. The questions is not to optimze, but it is

how to optimze. It means, to find a rating-scheme, that makes sense and is usefull, to

rate anything like a dramatic process, if it is quite possible, to rate a dramatic process

in a sense making manner. So the question is to find suitable compare-values, which

could be used to describe something like a ”Narrative/Normative Pattern” and to use

that, to assess a dramatic scene or a sequence in relation to the ”Narrative/Normative

Pattern”.

As also shown before, the evaluation is quite easy. The difference values, we get by com-

parision of the reference value of the ”Volatility pattern” and the compare value yield

by r, all expressed as an absolute value, could be considered as the weight or the path

length, we search for and which allows us, to search for the shortest path in the given

graph under the constraint, given by Bellmans model.

But we shouldn’t define guidelines or constraints, which are too strictly, as shown

by the usage of ”the heros journey” [14] or the classic three-act-model introduced by
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Aristoteles[4]. Syd Fields guidelines of minutely detailed timings, when what will hap-

pen, turning points, plotpoints, in this case is not what we want. At the given model

we don’t consider a specific given model. It’s rather an approach of finding the right

parameters and its formulation, oriented towards the work of L. Seger [7], D. Howard

[18] and R. McKee [15].

1.6.2 The raw structure

What we before expressed in a more theoretic way, we want to pick up now and to

develop a working model. This is necessary to explain the assessment of a dramatic

structur, taking the point of view of the user of our model. What could be relevant in

consideration of a dramatic structure.

To make the relation to practice is only possible in specific parts. First, we need a more

experimental approach to test the basic usability of the model and second, to show the

weakness of the model or parts of it, which is non-obvious at the first look.

I want to orient myself more towards publications which are looking more at the fine

structure of a screenplay and take them for comparison and don’t follow rather normative

approaches38like the timegiven appearance of the first or second plotpoint, midpoint,

climax and something else. So we look at some questions about ”shaping” a scenic

structure to evoke an optimum in perception, experience and care at the recipient, the

whole audience.

1.6.3 What the transition function yields

First of all the transition function is the ”motor”, the engine, which gives us the ability,

to change the state going from one situation to another. It yields an action39for a scene

or a sequence of actions for the whole play or parts of it. Important in this case is,

to formulate an action in a manner, which make it all assessible in a specific kind, it

means to find a comparable metric, which will us enable to perform such an assessment

and which is substantive enough to yield a sense making comparision between possible

sequences of actions, when applying Bellmans Value iteration inside the development of

a dramatic course.

38Like e.g. the heroes journey.
39It normally means a set of actions and not one single one.
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1.6.4 The assessment scheme

As discussed in [1] or [2], there are existing different aspects which are more or less

relevant in assessment of a drama, especially a dramatic course in form of a storyline. It

took reference to terms like tension, and the velocity of changes which moves a dramatic

structure forward (scenic dynamics). Also the specific attitude of the characters, their

alignment in a positive or negative direction is to bear in mind. So we can get the

following apraisal factors, which make sense in case of assessing a drama or dramatic

structur, not in evaluating a single scene or sequence, but in reference to the whole

dramatic structur, the whole storyline.

Similar to design processes we see in technics, as known as ”systematic construction

or design”, our approach of assessment of a dramatic structure should take the same

direction. Similar to the so called ”morphologic tables”, we want to find structures to

enable storyliners to find different solution ideas, which could be later discussed in group

work. Also it should be developed a value-metric which can be used in Bellmans Value

iteration.

1.6.5 Definig the assessment-factors

Tension, scenic dynamics, attitudes of the characters. Is that all, we need to characterize

a drama? I think no. But it give us a first approach, to gain the ability to assess a

dramatic structure in any of sense making kind. We now can extend what we first in

the chapter about the ”Blockbusterformel”1.5.2 tried to express in a single figure as

the ”Volatility score value”. We can now talk about a so called ”Volatility vector” and

structurize it into the following sections40:

Ti

T, which means tension is the most important ”motor” in a dramatic course. An

optimal dramatic structure is full of phases of tension and relaxation, which are

building the dramatic arc in partsl or as the whole. Partial tension is overlayed

by the final tension. To apprehend this in a sense making manner, we need this

expressed in the ”Volatility scheme”, as used in the ”Narative/Normative Scheme”

defined by the kind of the drama.

Ai

A is the abbrevation for the alignment of the characters, which means the attitude
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of a character and its changes in the dramatic course. It could be defined and

expressed by the ”Empathy Matrix”, which gives us the information of what a

character senses to himself and in relation to the other characters in scene or

sequence. The alignment also means the alignment of, what happens in a scene,

some kinds of events and if it ends in a positive or negative way. We can describe

this also in the ”Action Matrix” related to the considered sequence. The value of

the alignment could have a positive or a negative sign, with zero in the middle.

Gi

G means the ”scenic gradient” and in mathematics or physics it’s the measure for

the fastest change of a value. Questions like: Is it better to destroy the home of the

heros imediately or to do this in a more successive manner?” could be discussed.

G is defined by the ”scene-dynamics” and the ”relevance of actions”, terms which

will be explained in the following section.

All three factors are influencing mutually all together, so we can draw a triangle between

T, A an G which should be called the ”T-A-G Triangle”. The ”T-A-G Triangle” repre-

Figure 1.2: The T-A-G triangle.

sents a three-dimensional vector, which should not be understoud as a real spatial vector.

In opposite to the approach in the section about the ”Blockbuster-formula” (Chapter

1.5.2 page 33 ff), we will gain another extended metrics. Is it in a simple case enough to

40i means each time-index. For its all, see also the german original text [3] page 38 ff.
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use the norm of the ”absolute value” r̂ = |V Ti − ri|, so in this case it makes more sense

to take the ”euklidian norm”, especially to take the ”euclidian distance” as a measure.

We will define it in this case as

r̂A(S
ai−1

i , ai) :=
√

(TAi − rTAi
(S

ai−1

i , ai))2 + (AAi − rAAi
(S

ai−1

i , ai))2

+(GAi − rGAi
(S

ai−1

i , ai))2)

as a measure of length or distance, where ”T”,”A” und ”G” could be considered as

parameters of a three-dimensional vektor and could be in addition indexed by ”A” for

action. These three parameters could be impinged on their part with weight-factors,

values gTi , gAi or gGi in a range between 0 amd 1. So fine tuning inside the pattern is

possible. So we get instead of r̂A(S
ai−1

i , ai) the following modifies formula:

r̂AG
(S

ai−1

i , ai) :=
√

(gTiTAi − rTAi
(S

ai−1

i , ai))2 + (gAiAAi − rAAi
(S

ai−1

i , ai))2

+(gGiGAi − rGAi
(S

ai−1

i , ai))2)

Do we not wish to be limited to these three factors, the ”Volatility-Pattern” could be

extended by further assessment-factors. Generally, it means for vectors of arbitrary size

the following proposition is valid:

Given generally V Tni ∈ {V T1i , ..., V TNi} so that is valid Ti := V T1i , Ai := V T2i , Gi :=

V T3i ∈ {...}

then

r̂(S
ai−1

i , ai) :=

√
N∑

n=1
(Vni − rVni

(S
ai−1

i , ai))2) mit N ∈ N,

is valid. So we can get, refering to that, the simplest case of our model of comparision.

It is:

r̂(S
ai−1

i , ai) :=
√

(V Ti − r(S
ai−1

i , ai)2

=̂|V Ti − r(S
ai−1

i , ai)|

obviously the simple norm of the ”absolute value”.

At time, we didn’t consider the set of events and its influence to choice of decided actions.

Here also it’s possible to introduce the factors ”TE”, ”AE” und ”GE” 41. So we get with

respect to the influecnce of happend events the following formula:

41The index ”E” is related to the event.
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r̂E(S
ai−1

i , ai) :=
√

(TEi − rTEi
(S

ai−1

i , ai))2 + (AEi − rAEi
(S

ai−1

i , ai))2

+(GEi − rGEi
(S

ai−1

i , ai))2)

At last we get the formula for the total assessment:

r̂(S
ai−1

i , ai) := gA · r̂A(S
ai−1

i , ai) + gE · r̂E(S
ai−1

i , ai)

mit ga, gE ∈ R und gA + gE = 1

Where gA and gE are possible weightfactors again. If they aren’t used, they get the

value 1.

Scene dynamics and relevance of action

As mentioned at the beginning, it means: where the term of gradient will be defined,

it is a factor we get, if we combine the scenic dynamics (or scene dynamics) and the

relevance of action.

The scene dynamics considered as a single value, is only a measure for the changes

of conditions in scenes and situations. It could be changed many things, following the

course of a scene or sequence. But the question is: Are they relevant for the development

of the storyline and the ”grownig” of the characters. In worst case it could be generated

a ”foreshadow”-situation without of any ”payoff”. It happens something, there are

shown things without any relevance for the development of the storyline and without

any meaning in exposition. With a high dynamics there are promised things, producing

expectations in the audience, which are never kept. In its last consequence, it could be

noticed in which the rating of an adult movie is downsized to ”fit it for family”. There

are cutted out parts of the film, which are relevant for the story, but not suitable for

teenagers. So the chain of the storyline is broken and the whole movie or main parts of

it loses its causality.

But whats the difference between acting and action? David Howard42writes in [18] (see

page 108, german translation):

... In diesem Zusammenhang sind Handlung und Aktion nicht austauschbar. Eine

Aktion ist alles das, was eine Figur in einer Szene tut... Eine Handlung dagegen

42!!! Attention: I refer to the german translation of D.Howard and not the amrican original. So

some aspects could be ambiguous or misunderstanding. If you want whole clearness, please look at the

american original.
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ist eine Aktivität, der ein bestimmter Zweck zugrundeliegt, eine Aktivität, die eine

Figur auf dem Weg zu Ihrem Ziel ein Stück weiterbringt43.

It means there are some kinds of acting which are relevant for the development, the

movement of the storyline and something with more relevance for exposion, to gain in-

formation about what happens.

The scenic gradient is the combination of the parameters ”scenic dynamics” and ”rel-

evance of action”, which could be differently weighted. The weights should be choosen

in such a manner, that the limit of 100 percent in sum could’nt be exceeded. It means,

that gd + gr = 1, 0 mit gd is valid with gd as the weight for the ”scenic dynamics” and

gr as the weight for the ”relevance of action”.

Which gives us the following formula for the scenic gradient:

Gi = gd ·Di + gr ·Ri with

gd + gr = 1, 0

The weight we obtain under the conditions above is:

gd = (1, 0− gr) respectively:

gr = (1, 0− gd)

Linda Seger uses the term ”Momentum” in this case (see [7], page 81 ff). She describes

it as anything which moves a scene to another, respecting the causality44.

1.6.6 Attributes of the gained parameters

At this place we can try to look at the ”scenic dynamics” or the ”secnic gradient” as

its physical equivalent. But as a warning, it’s a very raw and simplyfied point of view.

Under some restrictions we can say:

The ”scenic gradient” ist the ”derivative” of the tension.

This, as mentioned, makes sense only in a very raw and symbolic kind of consideration.

The tension focuses the expectation of the recipient what will happen, with a specific

given probability. Do we want to hold up the tension, we should not change too much

43It pushes forward the storyline and hence we call it ”story relevant” . See also the german original

text in [3] page 41 ff.
44!!! Attention: This is also a translation from german back to englich with all its ambiguousness.
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in the specific situation we consider. If then occurs, what is tension related or would

be done by the acting charaters, the tension takes down. The situation is ”clarified” in

connection with the tension. It means in a simple formula45:

- High tension causes a high potential of action, but it happens nothing (or minimal

action) at this moment (low gradient).

low gradient, high tension.

- Relaxation46, taking down the tension is resulting in a more or less straight se-

quence of actions and events, which causes the take down.

high gradient, low tension.

A high gradient is resulting in a final low tension.

The gradient gives the counterpoint for the tension.

The question also in this case is: What is relevant for the tension? It ever could happen

things or events, changing much of the situation but without some relevance for the

course of the storyline. So what’s mentioned before are only to see as raw and very

unprecise guidelines.

Remark

The sequence of ”hold up tension” and ”take down tension” generates ideally some kind

of a ”cathartic moment”. Which means a moment of ”intensified compassion” at the

audience. It will be disembarassed in this moment. Unclear will be cleared.

1.6.7 How to reperesent and assess the transition-function

As described in Chapter 1.3.1 (page 17 ff), the ”Action Matrix” (AM) shows a way to

get (alternative) actions which progresses the storyline based on the description of the

emotional state we obtain from the content of the ”Empathy Matrix” (EM). Furthermore

the AM should contain the events connected to the situation, which are relevant for the

storyline. Depending on the choosen actions alternative states are reached, which leads

us to other ”Action spaces” respectively ”sets of permitted actions”47. Recognizing what

45See also [3] page 46 ff.
46It means in a cathartic manner.
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we obtained before, we get the following application scheme for practical use (e.g. for

the field am(i, j)):

am(i− 1, j − 1) am(i− 1, j) am(i− 1, j + 1)

ema(ij, i− 1)

Nr. action / event A/E DSa
i+1

1 action A1 A

2 action A2 A

3 event E3 E

...

am(i, j − 1) am(i, j + 1)

i action Ai A

i + 1 event Ei+1 E

...

N − 1 event EN−1 E

N action AN A

eme(ij, i− 1)

am(i + 1, j − 1) am(i + 1, j) am(i + 1, j + 1)

A single field in the Action-Matrix forms a so called ”morphologic substructure” and is

illustrated in the picture below:

47Which are all partial sets of the whole action-space.
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Nr. sequence of actions / event values Sa
i+1

T A G ( D,R)48

1 sequence of actions 1

sequence of events 1

2 sequence of actions 2

sequence of events 2

... ...

...

i sequence of actions i

sequence of events i

...

where the ”score values” noted in the T-A-G fields following given rating keys. In

practice it’s not recommended to split too much the single ratings inside a field amij .

It would be better to use only one single parameter of one type T,A or G in one single

field to keep the scheme of the assessment-model managable.

The now gained parameter for every field amij of the ”Action Matrix”, simplyfied by

the T-A-G scheme, would be use to get the arithmetic mean of all the single classes and

to compute the ”euclidian distance” in the before described manner (see section 1.6.8,

page 45 ff).

T =
1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Tij with N = number of characters in the EM.

A =
1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Aij

G =
1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Gij

Furthermore the references to the following states (situations) will be noticed in the

succeeding scene or sequence.

48Scenic ”Dynamics” (D) and ”Relevance” (R), which results in the Gradient (G ), are comma-

separated for a better illustration.
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1.6.8 The quality of the measured values

The euclidian distance, we yield form the measured values of the T-A-G Scheme which

means by applying the assessment- or rating-function 49r̂E(S
ai−1

i , ai), give us a length-

distance, it means a single number. It maps a vector to a scalar, so the mapping isn’t

injective in mathematical manner

(T,A,G)→ l with T,A,G, l ∈⊆ R

This fact gives us the ability to find out the same value of length or distance yielded

by the usage of different parameters. Also the result values don’t follow any order. It

means, showing in a simplyfied example given a ”high tension” together with a ”low

scenic dynamics”, which can yield the same result as a ”low tension” together with a

”high scenic dynamics”. But this is, what we want. It gives us the possibility to assess

things which are different, but in its effect quite similar or equivalent, or in other words,

we can get the same ”good” result50taking another way.

So the ”euclidian norm” or better the ”euclidian distance” gives us a metric which

enables us to compare different scenic variants.

1.7 Suggestions for practice

The procedure shown before, seems to be in parctice unhandy in some cases. Also it

seems to be impossible because of the complexity, to use such a method without using

a special software, especially considering the management of the alternatives in possible

actions and situations. So we make some restrictions for the practical use:

1.7.1 Restrictions to simplyfy the model

Some keywords for the restrictions at this place:

1. Simplyfiying the fields in the ”Action Matrx” (AM), it means the morphologic

substructure51.

2. Every sequence gets only one ”scenic Empathy Matrix”, one for the beginning and

one for the end of the scene52.
49see chapter 1.6.5, page 39 ff.
50It shows the unpleasant theme, comparing things which are’nt comparable, like different soups cooked

by the best chefs in the world.
51It means the how a single field of the Matrix is shaped, escecially the field of ”action/event”.
52In opposite to the different alternatives of actions, they would be hold on.
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3. Because it only makes sense to consider the changes in the relations of the acting

characters, we assign the EMs only to sequences structuring the scenic course of a

storyline.53

So we gain the following scheme, based on the simplyfied fileds of the ”morphologic

substructure”:

am(i− 1, j − 1) am(i− 1, j) am(i− 1, j + 1)

ema(ij, i− 1)

actions / events

actions Ai

am(i, j − 1) ... am(i, j + 1)

events Ej

...

eme(ij, i− 1)

T A G ( R)

am(i + 1, j − 1) am(i + 1, j) am(i + 1, j + 1)

53We should be talk in this case about a ”scenedescriptive” Empathy Matrix.
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Chapter 2

Practical implementation and

application

2.1 Practical implementation and application

How to use our new won knowledge and suggestions now in practice?

First of all, we have to find models and procedures, which are used in practice for a

longer time and its usability is proofed and well known. At this place, i refer to Robert

McKee [15] again, who has quite deep analyzed, on what matter a good scenic structure

relies, whats the stuff of a great storyline is. Also the work of Linda Seger [7] and David

Howard, who refers to Edward Mabley [18] and partialy mentioned by me, should be

use here for comparision, help to consider the parameters i suggested and to test all

its usability and finally to get an assessment of my suggested model near to practice.

Helpfull at this place also is Dennis Eick refering to his book ”Drehbuchtheorien” [13]1,

which comparings enables someone to get a better insight to these field of interest.

2.1.1 Robert McKees term of value

Robert McKee defines a term of value for a storyline or scene this way:

Story-Werte sind die universalen Eigenschaften menschlicher Erfahrung, die sich

von einem Augenblick zum nächsten von Positiv zu Negativ oder von Negativ zu

Positiv verschieben können (see also in [3] page 54 and compare with [15] page 43).

1”screenplay theories” in english.
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Which means2Story values are the universal attributes of human experience, which can

change from moment to moment from positv to negative and vice versa. So a story

value or a ”scenic” story value is an important experience in human life. The attribute

”scenic” i use, is choosen to better show the difference between the term of value in

general and in a specific scenic context.

McKee defines this kind of value as a function to show the quality of a ”relevant” scene

in how the ”scenic” value changes or turns around.

A value in this context, is seen as a pair of opponent values, which would be transfered

from one to its opposite in the course of a scene.

McKees ”term of value” shows, what i denoted as alignment in my definition of the

T-A-G Scheme, the direction of scene, sequence or scenic course or the change of it in

a more positive or negative manner. So McKee give us a (first) clue how to define and

use this parameter.

Similar to what David Howard (see [18], page 119 ff) describes, but more distinct, it is

possible, to use this term as an assessment value for the ”relevance of action”.

How important is a single scene for the dramatic course. Is it really important or should

it be only used for exposition3? Is it quite fundamental for the storyline or should we

forget it or better must we forget it.

Now look at the terms defined before, under these new conditions4:

- Assessing the tension:

Tension is surely a basic measurement, of that, what could be assessed in the field

of contemporary movies in our poplar culture and of course beyond. I want to

consider the term of tension in case of a score value model always as a linear fac-

tor, ignoring a possible breakdown to the types of tension. It seems to be quite

complicated to do this in practice regarding the usability of the score value model

and the definition of the ”Volatility pattern”.

So we don’t consider the kind of tension, it means ”suspense” or generally ”dra-

matic irony”, a ”secret”5which means the answer of the question”who’s done it”,

or the normal kind of tension: ”Will he/she accomplish?” with the simultanuous

2I hope my retranslation is good enough. In doubt refer to the original in english.
3L. Seger calls this (vgl. [7], Seite 81, 82 und 108 ff) ”exposition-scenes” and makes distinctions with

more deepness than McKee (see [7] page 108 ff).
4See also in [3] page 55.
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degree of information between actors and audience. Only the single measurement

of tension is important.

- Assessing the alignment, the traits of the characters or the scenic alignment:

Alignment for me is a term i encountered in the early eighties of the last century.

Alignment is a term, used in adventure roleplay games, which describes the moral-

ity of a character. Is he/she evil or good or neutral, ”trixterlike”6, what means to

do anything for the own advantage. The alignment could be used more generally

as a ”scenic alignment” in the direction to look if the good or evil wins, if a scene

is more positive or negative in its course or a whole turn around happens, the

”entropy”7decreases or increases.

- Assessing the ”scene dynamics”:

The ”scene dynamics” could be paraphrased by the amount of ”beats”8which

means relevant steps for the course of a scene and otherwise the weight, the mean-

ing of changes. The ”scene dynamics” doesn’t tell us anything about the actions

and its amount, its a measure of the degree of the changes in the conditions, the

changes of the situation inside a scene9.

- Assessing of the ”relevance of action”:

Here we take a look at, what R.McKee and D.Howard/E.Mabley sayed. Is a scene

or sequence relevant for the development and course of the storyline, or only for

exposition.

The last both terms yields us the term of the ”scenic gradient”, which is the result of

the weighted addition of both terms. (see section 1.6.5 page 41).

How can we apply these assessment values to a scenic course of sequences. How we must

proceed inside such a assessment process? At this place we look at McKee again.

The PCM-EM Scheme is, we take a closer look, a meta model, what means: you can

map some kinds of dramatic models to this (meta) model. So as an example, we take

5R.McKee uses this term to describe the kind of tension based on the deviation of information between

actors and audience (see [15], page 374 ff).
6”Trixter” is an ambiguous kind of character-archetype known from the ”heros-journey”-model. see

e.g. C. Vogler in [14].
7”entropy” as an degree of order.
8R.McKee primary uses this term (see [15], page 281 ff).
9And approximates the term of the ”Momentums”, used by L.Seger (see [7], page 81 ff).
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some aspects of McKee supplemented with some ideas of L.Seger and D.Howard, to

investigate the usability of our model in practice.

In other words, McKee has an more analytic approach, as Seger und Howard are offering

some kinds of checklists for scenes (see [7], page 125 and [18], page 121, 122). So McKee

gives a more systematic foundation to tackle this kind of problem and could be completed

by Seger und Howard to close the gaps we find in considering McKees model. Both are

offering a more general point of view embedding the scene in the storyline at all and

how the scenes are connected together and their neccessity for the story. Conform to

all three, is the question of forwarding the plotline. Seger emphasizes the aspect of the

visual construction, as Howard attaches more importance to the constellation of the

characters. All these as a passing remark.

McKees approach is, as mentioned, more analytical (see [15], page 243 ff), he offers a

systematic model in five steps, divided into: Searching for the conflict, determining the

initial and final values10of the scene, analyze the beats (the steps of action) and finding

the turning points, where you can follow these steps in the given order11.

Facts, like ”scenic values” and beats could not be gathered by using the ”Empathy

Matrix”, but it should be possible to delineate them by the ”Action Matrix” and the

description of a scene or a sequence.

Considering the dynamic program as a model analogous to a dramatic process, we get

a initial and an final situation of a scene or a sequence. At these places it could be

possible, to fix the values in the definition of McKee. The conflict should be developed

using the ”Empathy Matrix” at the beginning and the end of a scene or sequence. The

steps or beats could be noted in the ”Action Matrix”.

10I called it the ”scenic values” for better distinguishing to other kinds of value.
11!!! Attention: Development of storyline is everytime a iterative process, which needs steps of correc-

tions and changes.
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2.2 Remarks to put into practice the relation of scene and

sequence.

If we want to put the model into practice, as a software-program like FINALDRAFT12 or

DRAMAQUEEN13 which comes from germany, we have to associate the basic elements

of the BVS (or RCS)14in every cases to a sequence. If we want to associate the properties

of a scene to a sequence, we have to define a ”Singleton”- sequence15in this case, which

means, a sequence containing only one single scene The sequence should be seen in a

manner of modules of the BVS (or RCS), which can be used, to arrange and manage

the parameters of the process. A given scene could be used perhaps in another context,

given another ”scenic value” and should be considered in a more neutral manner. So

its better to use the sequence, related to a specific context in the BVS (or RCS) for

description (as an Envelope-Funktion16) and a sequence could be seen in this case first

of all as a container putting together a situation and the transition of a situation in a

specific context.

2.3 Basic approach

What will be described next, is primary a suggestion, how we can proceed in devel-

opment and assessment, to develop real models, using the meta model, applying the

”Narrative/Normative” Pattern with the ”Volatility pattern” to real dramatic tasks.

The following steps are suggested, the order is only a rough guideline and not forced to

be abided17.

- Preraring steps (single predefinition):

1. Prearrange the ”Narrative/Normative Pattern”.

2. Development of the connected ”Volatility patterns”, refering to the ”Narra-

tive/Normativen Pattern”.

12Finaldraft c© & R© is a program for screenplaydevelopment of C&M Software, LLC Final Draft,

Inc., 26707 W. Agoura Road, Suite 205, Calabasas, CA 91302 USA
13Dramaqueen c© & R© is a program for screenplaydevelopment and prosatextdevelopment of the

DramaQueen GmbH, Am Müggelpark 25, 15537 Gosen-Neu Zittau, Deutschland
14in german: Beziehungs-Verlaufs-Schema, see chapter 1.2.9, page 12.
15The term ”singleton” defines in mathematics a set with only one element.
16Anything which contains scenes.
17See also in [3] page 58 ff.
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- Application in the given context of the project (not forced in this order):

3. Determining the ”structure of the sequence”.

4. Adding the ”Volatility patterns” to the sequences.

5. Determining of the ”action spaces” for the given sequence.

6. Determining the ”Empathy Matrix” for the given sequence.

7. Deriving the ”Action Matrix” using the given ”Empathy Matrices” (Mirror-

ing).

8. Associating or defining new scenes, refering to the given sequence structur.

9. Developing ”alternatives of actions” and assessing them according to the given

T-A-G Scheme.

10. Evaluating the given ”alternatives of actions” using Bellmans Value iteration.

11. Interpreting the results and comparing them with the own assessment.

12. Adapting the results in reference to the discussed opinion.

Because of the creative-iterative kind of the process, it makes no sense, to enforce a

strict order, how to follow these steps. Important is only, that the ”Empathy Matrices”

for the beginning and the end of a scene/sequence are known to generate an ”Action

Matrix” and also the action-spaces18. Alltogether its a very complex task, which couldn’t

be hardly expressed in keywords. Therefore we discuss a detailed example in the next

chapter.

The proceeding is not a ”cooking recipe”. It will be used as a groupdynamic process

to get practical and optimal results, influenced by the experience of the involved project

team. The idea of the model is, to put together these capacities and to get, as mentioned

good results.

In combination with the scene-analysis, suggested by R.McKee (see [15] page 374 ff),

and the mentioned ”checklists”19contributed by L.Seger und D.Howard we now try to

develop and suggested. Which should be explained by the following example.

18We can define these in a software-program as empty slots.
19See page 51.
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2.3.1 A practical approach regarding to Howard/Mabley, McKee

and Seger

The following process should be a suggestion and a starting point, how to experiences

from applied script-dramaturgy could influence the introduced model. They are, as

mentioned a suggestion and should not be seen as a pretension in how the truth in

developing a screenplay looks like. In detail we look at the process suggested below20:

1. Determining the EM’s according to the PCM.21.

2. Evaluating the elaborated EM’s (regarding the value-system of R.McKee ).

There also searching for the conflict and correcting it.

back to step 1.) mutual correction of the EMs and finding and adapting

the conflict, until the result is optimal.

3. Generating of the AMs (Mirroring) and claryfying the beginning-situation. In

connection with the questions:

- Which actions do we need, to arrive at the final situation (all three).

- Determining the sequence of actions, it means steps 22, exposing or in rele-

vance for the scene of storyline (Beats).

- Simultaniously gaining the actions-spaces23following the actions.

4. Elaborating of alternatives actions, it means:

- Detaining the actions-spaces (set of restrictions) which follows the actions.

- Generating alternative Action-Matrices, which can be associated to the ac-

tionsspaces.

Vice versa it’s also possible to generate alternative action-spaces based on the

Action-Matrices generated based on the given EMs.

This all is recommended in the field of ”writersrooms” at the development of

TV or web series24.

20Remark: The influences of Howard/Mabley, McKee und Seger are in boldfaced letters.
21Situation at the beginning where ”nothing is known”.
22Regarding to the ”value-system” of R.McKee.
23It means filling of possible empty slots in the action-spaces.
24This proposition should be proofed in some field tests.
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5. Dramaturgic work:

- In the course elaborating of the turning points and assessing of the whole

system.

- Getting the ”optimum” using Bellmans Value iteration.

- Assessing of the result, yielded by the system, and discuss it in a critcal

manner.

2.4 Writing for series

Who could be interested in the PCM-EM Scheme? What target group could be adressed?

Isn’t there published enough about screenplaywriting, finding ideas, development of

characters and structures and so on? Could it be used by a single intuitive working

author working with such a strong corset as described?

No. A single, more intuitive creative author won’t take this model to do his or her work.

I, for myself love it, to work in a more chaotic manner, intuitive, structuring afterwards.

I used my model partially only once in writing a stageplay (no, not a screenplay) and it

made sense, partially i mentioned.

But it makes sense, i think, using it for development of such complex structures like TV

or web series with collaborative working teams with a showrunner, some storyliners and

other writing menbers of the staff. Sure, development of TV series was not invented a

few days ago and maybe there exist a lot of technics to manage such kind of creative

work. But having in mind scientific work making suggestions. It could be interesting

and worth to contribute anything.

2.4.1 Series in general

In opposite to a full-length movie in cinema the high art in cineastic, planing a TV series

needs a more logistic and economic effort to deal with the resources having to dispose,

technical or monetary. But first it’s something to say about series and structures. We

distingiush two main kinds of series, classified by its structur:

Series of horizontal structur

or

Series of vertical structur
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which will be described and discussed in the next chapter. We will try to conceptualize

a, i call it ”laboratory-series”. At least in parts to test and check the usability of the

introduced model. Later more to this.

2.4.2 Premises

No, not in sense of a premise regarding to what it means, if you develop a screenplay.

The premises we look at, could be seen as the ”corner marks” of writing series in view

of structuring such a complex task in consideration of the PCM-EM Scheme. What is

relevant? Looking at series means looking at target groups, commercial exploitation etc.

So what is the particular nature of a modern TV or web series? Here are some keywords

which will be completed in the following. As mentioned, we distinguish:

Horizontal und vertical structures of the course of the storyline.

Collaborative development (keyword: writersroom).

Specific temporal conditions (temporal framework).

Horizontal and vertical structured storylines

Serie for television or internet-streaming could be divided into three categories:

Series of horizontal structure (developing the storyline outside an episode).

Series of vertical structure (developing the storyline inside an episode).

hybridstructures of both.

Most series, we know from our childhood and adolescense and which dominated the

young times of television, are series with a vertical structure, series dominated by episodic

storylines. Particularly criminal series are typically of such kind. Every episode contains

a closed criminal case and a single closed storyline.

A early kind of horizontal structured series are mini-series with a small amount of

episodes. In germany upcoming in the sixties and seventies of the last century and

there called ”Strassenfeger”25(i mean ”scavenger” isn’t a really suitable translation).

Also mini-series with three or more parts at chrismas-time appeard in the seventies and

aerly eighties in german television.
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Modern series in opposite, are characterized increasingly by a hybrid structure. A hor-

izontal development of a mainplot dominates as a superior structure all seasons. Single

episodes have closed ”vertical” subplots solving a partial conflict which can span over

one or more episodes, embedded in those superior mainplot, where in opposite to such

structures in former television, the superior plot is stronger weighted and the main char-

acters are more dimensional following a less archetypical pattern.

Also we can notice, looking at the target groups of modern streaming channels, a given

acceptance of series with no more fixed episode-length, an attribute, which is typical of

series in the field of classic broadcast companies and which could be quite impossible

to change. Watching television ”on demand” isn’t depending on a consecutive timed

sequence of TV programs, which needs given length to plan the programs. You can

look, when and what you want.

Series with a horizontal structure in storytelling are consecutive, the developing of the

storyline is clearly subjected the principle of ”cause and effect”: Typical attributes of a

”vertical series” are shown below:

A fixed genre and sujet (as its narrative structur) and main actors, defining the

frame of the plotline (using a stationary pattern26)

Stories inside a fixed frame.

Plots are episode-oriented.

Main actors only change, when the season changes.

Collaborative development and time-conditions

At present it’s not possible, to say anything about using the model in a real ”writersroom”-

scenario with its changing phases of elaboration and discussion. To test this, we need a

bigger field test depending on, what we get exploring a smaller practical example. How

this could work, we look at the next chapter.

25Crimestories of the author Francis Durbridge adapted for the television where a single storyline

encompasses all the episodes. See also in [3] page 63 ff.
25Cited is here, what Oliver Schütte (author of [16] und [17]) sayed at the ”Filmstoffentwick-

lungskongress 2016” and one of his seminars.
26Which means: Most of them are ”one-dimensional”, e.g. the typical police detective.
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An example in practice

For our practical test, we now want to ”develop” an example series, the ”laboratory

series”, i mentioned. A ”laboratory series” should help us to test and investigate formal

structures, i suggested and elaborated, and to prove methods in dramaturgic work. A

”laboratory series” doesn’t exist as a whole, but it gives us the necessary fragments to do

these tests, applying the introduced tools to structurizie and analyze a serial-storyline.

3.1 A laboratory series

How could we define a ”laboratory series”? A laboratory series should be primary a

series of horizontal structure, modern series will need. It gives us the ability to expand

the development of the characters over more then one episode (”maturation” of the char-

acters). The laboratory series should have specific genre attributes with the posibility

of makeing genre crossovers and making combinations of different kinds of genres. Also

the posibility of ”Spinn offs” should be provided. All again in keywords1:

- Horizontal, but with ”maximal possible closed structure”2of the single seasons.

- The single episodes should be contain a closed ”subplot”, which is embedded in a

mainplot spanning a whole season or series. It means, there are:

- Characters, relevant for a whole season, with the possibility to develop and

grow or have a catalytic function for other characters.

1See also in [3] page 65 ff.
2It means: To be closed in dramaturgic kind, because to better analyze such sturctures if it are closer

framed.
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- Characters, relevant for one episode, which could be an episode relevat pro-

tagonist.

- Looking at a single fate and show the reference to the whole society3.

- Containing genre typical elements, to investigate genre typical desire.

As an real example we choose a scene/sequence which could be described by using the

following attributes:

- A scene or sequence after the first turning point (plotpoint 1), which leads into the

second act4what means:

Exponing the (first) setting of the second act and introducing (new) characters

appearing there.

The function is:

- To get to know the traits of the (new) characters and establishing new setting and

structure of figural configuration in the second act.

- Elaborating the traits of the character of the protagonist (in relation to the others).

- For the crimestory typical: setting the audience on the wrong track.

- Revealing the antagonism in a quite slow manner.

This all in general. For the following practical investigation of our procedure model we

only look at partial aspects. Before considering the backstory, we have a lookahead to the

considered sequence of actions, which could be possible this way, because of the purely

explorative look, we take at this, which differes a little from real screenplay development.

We only investigate a specific method gaining and assessing a story, which is just one of

the main topics of this research paper.

In practice we use a specific software, a usability study written by me, to support the

development of plotlines in the depicted manner.

3The single fate shows the socio-historical context.
4Meaning the classic three-act plot.
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What do we learn about the characters? Wich specific situations of conflict is revealed

by this considered scene/sequence regarding to the plot/subplots, it is member of?

Without knowing too much about the whole context of the story5the initial situation is

described as follows:

JAQUES, our protagonist has decided, influenced by his mentor6PROFESSOR MAR-

KOWSKI7to investigate the murder of his school day friend PIERRE. Pierre, member of

a family of bretonic fishermen, had signed up at a deep-see fishing boat of a international

fishing company, which are also responsible for the decline of the local fishing industry at

his home. So the local fishermen are urged to work for these companies to earn the money

for their daily life. Pierre found out something he hoped to inform Jaques about it. But

it never happend. The corpse of Pierre was found in the cold store8in a warehouse of

the local fishing port.

Other points in increasing the dramatic hight of fall are:

- The family of Pierre, middle class fishermen, are indepted and shortly before to go

bankrupt.

5Look at the synopsis at the end and also look at page 67 ff in [3].
6”Mentor” following the definition of ”heroes journey” (Vogler/Campbell).
8The corpse should be put into interim storage for later remove.
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- Jaques has a guilty consciense about Pierre, because he didn’t help him as he

needed his help (as an example for an inner conflict).

3.1.1 Backstory

To develop the backstory, i suggest the following model. As i heard, it has much similarity

to other models used in this case. Nevertheless i want to describe it following my specific

way and terminology.

This section has no relation to our main topic, the consideration of the PCM-EM model.

Getting the story itself is the main task, before the development of a storyline is possible

to begin. This process should be accomplished in the main parts. All changes in the

story needs to be adapted in the whole storyline, a sometimes difficult process. So the

following section should be seen as an excursus, which describes the process of finding a

story.

Basically there exists everytime two possibilities to deal with such a problem9:

- top-down (as a deductive proceeding)

- bottom-up (as a inductive proceeding)

(- A iterative mixup of both).

”top-down”, as seen as looking from the ”top” to the ”bottom”, to look from a general

point of view to a specific problem, crossing all other levels between. Looking at a main

historic context, e.g. the time of world war II, we want to tell a story, based on a specific

”anecdote”. The term ”anecdote” could be seen in this context as a synonym of a very

special story, touching a specific genre or a combination of multiple genres, which should

be told, following a specific manner of telling the story.

”bottom-up” is better for classifying and to analyze a story. Looking at a specific sto-

ryline, we classyfy it, regarding to the historic and socio-culturell context of the themes

addressed in the story.

Real story development means: Both methods, both principles are alternating. That’s

8The character of Professor Markowski is presumed and out of this context, because he is not relevant

for our consideration. It should be a character of the serial mainplot or the backstory we don’t consider

now. Similarities to real existing persons with this name are accidentially and not intended anyway.
9See also in [3] page 68 ff.
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the way, an iterative process takes.

Finding the storyline it’s recommended to go ”top-down”, completed by ”bottom-up”

suggestions where the whole process would be restructured looking at a desired ”opti-

mum” (whatever it could be), which is shown at the process-diagram below. The model

Figure 3.1: Model to gain a storyline.

is to use in the following manner. First of all, we can say, there exists no specific entry

point. As a model which supports creative work, we can choose any starting aspect.

Normally we do the following: Considering the socio-historical global context (SG), or

simply socio-historical context we search for the (socio-historical) detail context (SD).

It’s not quite difficult, because we already have roughly in mind what we want to tell.

For example, it is the time of World War II in the ending first part of the twentieth

century. This leads us to the ”current” context (AK)10 what should not be confounded

with, that, what happens today, at the moment. ”Current” means current at the time

we consider in this context. What means on its part that we look at a specific date or

a small time period inside the mentioned socio-historical global context (SG), e.g. the

first five days in March 1945. The ”anecdote” itself fleshes out the actual story. It could

be a real event, which happend, or is rather fictional, oriented at a real happening.

As mentioned, we can choose any entry-point to this scheme. Beginning at the ”anec-

10AK is the german abbrevation for ”aktueller Kontext”.
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dote”, we can try to classify it temporal or regional. So we gain the further context of

our plot. We also can choose the ”global context” (SG) as starting-point, to give an an-

swer e.g. to the question: ”Is there something interesting to tell about the middle-age?”

and there we can choose, as mentioned the ”detail context” to consider the time of the

third crusade and there look at Richard Lionheart confined to the castle of Durnstein in

Austria. The global context also is the middle-age with all the tales and stories about

the historical figure of Richard I., King of England called Lionheart. At last all pathes

lead us to (G)11as the story in the middle of the scheme (see also figure 3.1).

This all should’nt be misunderstoud with McKees ”social progess”12(see [15] page 316

ff) McKees approach is, when considering a characters moving up and down the social

ladder, to take a look at a more social relevant view of this, the character will do, which

are a suggestion which takes place inside the story development, whereas this suggestion

means to be used at gaining the story.

What does it mean in reality considering our example? For the points above we get the

following, which also give us the resulting conflicts:

For the backstory relevant is:13

- The socio-historical global context (SG)

Our story plays in the present time, a time after the second world war and after the

breakdown of the sovjet union. The story should be embedded into the economic

context of the neoliberalism, grown up after the end of the sovjet union.

- The basic conflict: capitalism supports social injustice.

- The socio-historical detail context (SD)

The central social issue inside the detailcontext is the globalized fishingmarket and

especially the situation of bretonic fishermen. Their struggle for existence and the

migration of workers to the fishing large scale industry.

- Detailconflict: Bretonic families of fishermen are struggling for existence be-

cause of the globalized fishingmarket.

11G is the german abbrevation for ”Geschichte”, which means the story. We now always use the

german abbrevations in this specific context.
12I hope that’s the right translation. For the exact meaning look at the american original.
13See also in [3] page 70 ff.
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- The present context (AK)

Basic of the story should be the social situation of the fictional fishing village with

the name ”Le village de Petit Poisson”14near Calais and their inhabitants.

- Detailconflict: What does it mean generally for the inhabitants of ”Le village

de Petit Poisson” and especially to their social community.

Hint: Relevance for the backstory and the frontstory.

Reffering to the frontstory (what really happens):

- Anecdote (A)

We want to look at the family of the fisherman Pierre a school day friend of Jaques,

who died on board of a deep-sea trawler, under circumstances, Jaques wants to

investigate.

- Detail-conflict: What has happend in the family of Pierre? How his inner

and outer conflicts could be influenced by this? What does it mean for his

resulting acting and his attitudes with regard to Jaques?

Figure 3.2: Gaining the story by using the software usability-study.

14The village doesn’t exist in reality and is purely fictional, similarities are never intended. The name,

which means a ”little fish” should be a synonym for the precarious economic situation of the inhabitants.
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3.1.2 Specifics for crimestories

The basic genre of our ”laboratory series” are crime stories, or in times of crossover

concepts they should be the main genre. Another aspect is, that crime stories have a

well-known structure, following strictly genre conventions15, which are good for testing

and evaluation of structural models.

Considering the socio-historical detail context, especially applied to the criminal genre

looking at the specific social background, gives us some hints how to frame the circum-

stances of the offence. Following a typical storyline of a crime story, the murder, is

the classic offence we look at. Considering the social background given by the ”socio-

historical context ” we get a wider range of aspects, which help us to approximate to

the story. We can get some specific questions, depending on that and embedding the

offence deeper into our story, which also forces deeper investigation:16

- Detail context (SD): Which kind of crime could be done on sea?

- Direct or straight, which means in the confrontation offender to victim17.

- Indirect, the victim knows anything the offender has done and should be

”silenced”.

Looking at our given example we suggest the following:

The kind of question of our indirect approach should be: Which kind of crime could be

done, looking at the given ”detail context”, which makes the offenders to be susceptible

to blackmail? In regard to shipping and especially fishing, we can consider the following

basic situation, given in the following example:

JUTTA18, foreman of the shift on deck of a huge deep-sea trawler does make common

cause with ARTHUR, second officer and engineer of the ship. The topic is the illegal

dumping of chemical waste of the armed forces of the former German Democratic Re-

public (GDR), normally a very expensive task. That all happens on Juttas watch duty

and that all doesn’t attract attention, AITOR the mate, a Basque who is responsible

for the watch duty, was involved. Pierre got wise of all, one evening he couldn’t sleep

and got lost on deck. He began to blackmail them, influenced by the critical economic

situation of his family. At the first watch duty alone on deck with Jutta, he was killed by

15see D.Eick [13] chapter 4.7.1 and also chapter 4.7.1.1.
16See also in [3] page 72 ff.
18To introduce the characters, we look at the following section.
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Aitor, a rough, silent guy and putted down in the cold-store of the trawler. VAN DONG

a vietnamese fisherman observed it, but didn’t anymore19.

Furthermore, there is to mention: Marcel, a bretonic fisherman with petty crime atti-

tudes and a ”friend” of Pierre. Which is only as a background information and could be

important later (keyword: set the audience on the wrong track).

To make it all more exciting and to reveal more motives of action, Aitor could be a

former member of the ETA, a underground movement of the Basques with a terroristic

past. So the topics could be extended to terrorism and make the story more political20.

There are surely better approaches for a story like the one we consider. We could see

something similar last year in the german television21. But should it be enough as a ba-

sic storyline of our ”laboratory series” investigating our model and make it comparable

to existing television formats.

3.1.3 To the characters

The scheme beneath already gives us basic ideas and fundamentals about the characters,

we want to use. Here are the acting characters in a short description22:

figure a basic short description

Jaques Undercoverinvestigator and friend of the murdered Pierre..

Sergeji Russian fisherman (Mentor of Jaques)

Marcel Bretonic fisherman, acquainted with Pierre.

Jose´ Spanish fisherman

Aitor Basque fisherman and the mate.

Van Dong Bretonic fisherman with vietnamese ancestors.

Jutta Foreman on deck, came from the former GDR.

Arthur Second officer and assistent engineer.

Bernard Bretonic mechanist.

In practice the data-entry of the characters take place using a dialogmask of the given

software (here the mentioned usability study shown beneath):

19Perhaps we need him for Jaques investigation.
20It’s only a suggestion, we dont want to follow.
21As an example broadcasted last year by the german ARD: ”Kommissar Dupin – Bretonische Flut”

[22].
22The given names doesn’t exist in reality and are purely fictional, similarities are never intended. See

also in [3] page 74 ff.
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3.2 Determining the Narrative/Normative Pattern

3.2.1 The Narrative/Normative Pattern

The Narrative/Normative Pattern given for the second act, we want to determine the

following way. It’s only a exemplarly suggestion. The metastructure of our processmodel

gives us any way to use all possible desired scheme, which could be described by using

the T-A-G Assessment scheme.

The structure of the ”Point-of-no-return”-sequence which guides us into the second act,

is, we look at the mainstream cinema elaborated very precise and characterized by a high

extend of craftmanship, often the best part inside a storyline (with often weak endings).

In most cases such a sequence is embossed by high graded scenic dynamics and relevance,

which means a high scenic gradient23 Things changing for the protagonist in a most fatal

manner leads the storyline to a specific desired direction.

A high level scenic gradient also means to give the audience the posibility of a ”cathartic

23As defined in the chpaters before.
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relaxation” to handle the experience in mind. George Lucas in ”Star Wars IV”[21]

gives the audience the possibility to relax after the brilliant opening scene of capturing

the rebel cruiser by appending a sequence of slow and more silent scenes with a rather

expositoric character. It doesn’t change anything or only less. We gain an insight into

the life of the character of Luke Skywalker.

Also it should be possible, to learn anything about the characters, which dominates the

second act. There must be given space enough, to introduce them. Also important in

crime stories is, to set somebody on the wrong track by setting of a (wrong) suspicion.

So our ”Narrative/Normative Pattern” should be embossed by a ”relaxation sequence”

with a exclusively expositoric character followed by a sequence exposing more about the

acting characters of the second act and the following act specific events. To sharper

establishing the conflict, we now have to increase the tension. The scenic alignment

as defined, should turn from neutral or positiv into negativ, it means trawler and crew

should become a suitable amount of trouble (induced by the outer antagonism in form

of the ship or the sea). A further sequence should then again give the audience the

possiblity to relax and ”sort the thoughts”. He now has more information about the

acting characters and what they move. At this point we will break our investigation and

the determination of the Narrative/Normative Pattern. For a deeper research we have

to make a detailed field-study in practice.

3.2.2 Gaining the Volatility pattern

How can we assess a storyline? There are some kinds of tales and stories, and just as

much posibilities to tell them. If we won’t be determinated on the mainstream cinema

storytelling (and a meta model should give us the ability to do that), so we have to

flexibilize our score value system, which isn’t even hard to do because it was designed

to be flexible. What i sayed in the sections 1.6.5 und 1.6.7 in a more abstract manner, i

take a look again but now more going into practice. Starting point inside the Volatility

pattern is there also the T-A-G Scheme.

The T-A-G Scheme

After exactly describing the T-A-G Scheme as a mean to determine so called ”score-

values” for assessment of the whole system in 2.4.5, once more a short overview:24

24See also in [3] page 76 ff.
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- T (Tension) is a term, we use as a measure for scenic tension. Following McKee

[15] who gives us the most particular description, it is a pattern of anticipation,

which constits of three main kinds:

- The ”secret”25as a term decribing a deficite of information the recipient has

against the acting characters.

- Dramatic Irony (or Suspense) which means the opposit (Hitchcocks classical

bomb under the table).

- Equivalence of Information between audience and acting characters, as the

classic tension with the question: Will he/she accomplish the task?

- A (Alignment) which describes the attitude of a character, his specific traits and

which way or direction the kinds of event in a scene will take (positive or negative)

and which is in accordence with the term of ”scenical” value, McKee defines (see

[15] in chapter 2.1.1).

- G (Gradient) the scenic gradient26. The scenic gradient is build by the ”scene

dynamics” (D) and the ”relevance” of action” and is a measure of what changes

in a scene or sequence (see in chapter 1.6.5 page 38).

In practice we can use the T-A-G Scheme as shown below (illustration taken from the

software usability-study27).

25”secret” is the retranslation of ”Geheimnis” in german, used in the german edition of R.McKees

”Story” [15].
26Linda Seger e.g. uses in [7] the term ”Momentum” in a quite similar manner.
27!!! Attention: assessing the whole, it should be used the scenic gradient instead of dynamics and

relevance (parameters on the left side of the illustarion, also see section 1.6.7, page 44).
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The algorithm

The ”Narrative/Normative Pattern” is build by a chain of ” Volatility patterns”, which

give us following the T-A-G Scheme, a basis for assessment. The ”Narrative/Normative

Pattern” shapes the composition, how the ” Volatility patterns” are defined and ar-

ranged. It gives a rythm of the artificial figuration as a destination value, presuming

the experience of the dramaturgic adviser in film. The person, who assesses a given

scenic sequence assigns the score values following the T-A-G Scheme, which are reck-

oned up with the values in the given, sequence-related ” Volatility pattern”, more exact:

it will be computed the euclidian distance between the ideal of action, expressed by the

”Volatility pattern” and what is assessed by the assessment-involved persons. This is,

what the term ” Volatility pattern” means. It’s a measurement for the deviance of the

real action and an ”ideal pattern” of action.

3.3 Sequence structure and -design

The whole sequence, as mentioned before, should have, refering to the second act, a more

exposing character. New characters which are important for the second act are intro-

duced, or if already known their traits will be better elaborated. As in cases of emergency

which reveales the ”real McCoy”, we will construct an emergency situation. There we

have to define two sequences, connecting the mainplot and a subplot. The task of the

subplot is to ”induce” an event which causes our expected emergency situation. The

second task in our case is, to gain a situation for testing elements of suspense (dramatic

irony), compare and assess. The following scenic constellation will be suggested:28

1. Sequence ”rescue”, which contains two scenes and shows the situation of the main-

plot on deck.

2. Sequenz ”briefing”. There we will prepare an event in a subplot, to induce the

action inside the mainplot.

This sequence describes a ”event-triggering” subplot. The first scene of this subplot

we will put before the first scene of the first sequence (rescue). Its like D.Howard

says a preparation-scene29.

28See also in [3] page 78 ff.
29see [18] in the refering chapter.
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3. A possible ”Interlink sequence”30. Creating a communictaion channel between

main- and subplot.

Both sequences now will be interwoven (eventually regarding the ”interlink sequence”)

alternating inside the structure of the second act (parallelized), which shows the audience

the mutual influence of what was happen in the course of the plotline.

!!! Attention: Numbering the sequences don’t refer to the course of the scenes, we see

in the plotline. Its only for ordering the reference between the sequences and to give the

logical order for dividing into subplots, applying the EMs and assessing its all. For a

better reference we call the sequences, as seen briefing and rescue.

3.3.1 A triggering technical event

We know it from bad science-fiction movies or bad investigated real action with a tech-

nical background. Heros survive the most insane and lunatic technical disasters. Techni-

cal unlogic and incoherent situations are suggested (because of the high-level, high-end

VFX31all should be possible). Good investigation we can see in analyzing a technical

system in a specific dramaturgic manner, as we will show now. Dramaturgic means, to

do an analzye looking what could be happen with regard to the plotline, if a technical

system fails. To analyze a technical system, we have to ask the following questions:

- How does the system work and what’s it influence to the plotline? Whats the

normal order of events? For example:32

A deep-sea trawler navigates whith a specific velocity to arrive the fishing area

of deep sea fishes. A crew of a specific size is needed to do this. The crew must

be hosted and feeded, which means, a middlesized crew are perhaps some days or

weeks on sea. Looking at this and taking a dramaturgic point of view, this context

should be suitable for a intimate play with middle duration. For example, as we

look at a small crab fishing boat, with a crew of two or three men, starting in the

morning to come back in the evening, such a plot isn’t even possible in the same

manner33.

30An interlink sequence connects two or more storylines and it could also be used to connect two

EM-Systems with overlaying characters.
31VFX: Visuall, today computergenerated special-effects in the postproduction in a film.
32See also in [3] page 79.
33But there are some more quite interessting aspects finding a plotline.
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- What kind of technical failure and disaster is possible and can influence the plot-

line?

Here some answers to the last question:

- Deploying the fishnets using the winch. Here all the stuff is to throw into the water,

which means fishnets, fishing ropes, trawl boards, lifting buoys or something else.

There are given various posibilities to be hurted or, in the worst case to die.

- The fishnets get entangled by the ship’s propeller, as the next possibility.

- Loss of fishnets and haulage when putting the filled fishnet on board.

We will look at this later.

3.3.2 Related part of the plotline

Let us look at the probably first scene of the second sequence (briefing), which we need

to develop our subplot. Look at what will happen, it’s quite silent and will show what

D.Howard means with ”preparation and gleanings”34(see [18] page 95 ff). A scene,

containing a briefing with discussion of what is to do before go to fishing, which could

be used to establish ”foreshadow-payoff”-situations.35

The onboard sonar has registered a swarm of fishes. The crew officers talk about

the necessary actions, which are needed to do trawl netting.

As mentioned, these place is quite predestinated to ”foreshadow”, or in other words,

it’s the reason we took it into our concept of plotline development. The scene exposes

anything about the state of the ship the audience should know. There would be men-

tioned anything about the danger in deploying and catching the nets and handling the

trawl boards. Also the recipient should be informed about problems, which could be

happened with the ships diesel engine (in a more indirect manner) and the possibly bad

condition of the trailing nets and the fastening of the trawl boards on deck. So we are

able to established a ”foreshadow”-situation with some hints what could happen, which

gives the acting characters the chance, to stand the test in some dramatic elaborated

kinds.

34I hope it’s the right retranslation of the german release, so i recommend to look at the american

original.
35See also in [3] page 80 ff.
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After that, we switch to the mainplot. Its main purpose at this point is, as partially

mentioned, to expose something about the acting characters and give them the chance,

to stand the test, to reveals something about their character traits. Here is a good

location to place the ”payoff” for that, what could be ”foreshadowed” in the last scene.

E.g. Sergeji saves Jaques from a trawl board which looses from its fixing, swings over

deck and is about to hurt Jaques and Marcel perhaps could reveal his bad character

traits showing his cowardliness at catching the nets. Stop! Who are Sergeji, Jaques and

Marcel? We suppose, that the characters are already defined by using the PCM. So we

now have to define and elaborate the ”Empathy Matrices”.

3.3.3 Defining and elaborating the ”Emapthy Matrices” of the se-

quences

Main- and subplots are structered regarding to the persons in the following manner:36

Figur main traits of the character

Jaques Undercoverinvestigator and friend of the murdered Pierre.

Sergeji Fisherman with russian ancestry (Jaques mentor)

Marcel Bretonic fisherman, friend of Pierre

Jose’ Spanish fisherman

Aitor Basque fisherman and the mate.

Van Dong Bretonic fisherman with vietnamese ancestors

Jutta Foreman on deck, came from the former GDR.

for the first sequence (rescue) and

Figur main traits of the character

Vitas Lithuanian captain of the ship.

Arthur second officer, ship-engineer and Irishman.

Bernard Bretonic mechanist.

for the second sequence (briefing). An interlink sequence we can get perhaps

by establishing a sequence using the onboard intercommunication system by Jutta and

Arthur.

Figur main traits of the character

Jutta Foreman on deck ...

Arthur second officer ...

36See also in [3] page 81 ff.
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I don’t want to go too deep into the structure of characters, their inner traits, given by
a detailed PCM. It was discussed more particular in my last publication ([1] and [2]).
So it seems to be advisable, i want to refer to the PCM and some other things on its
context.

For the first sequence (rescue), we gain the following EM at the beginning of scene
or sequence37:

Jaques Sergeji Marcel Aitor Jutta

Jaques Little unsure about sceptic, sometimes Thinks Marcel is neutral and For Jaques Jutta

new situation, distrustfull. a shallow, dev- wary, because is a tyrant Dragon

apart from that Does he has any- ious and petty of Aitors allof- without emotions.

self-assured. thing to mask? criminal guy. ness.

Sergeji Scepticism. What Has experienced wise guy who Neutral. Doesn’t Does know Jutta

does the new want the hardness of knows how to disturb Aitor. from GDR times,

to do? Cares for life. Hard-boiled. treat Marcel. guesses more

him. as he says.

Marcel Suspicious of Knows, how to treat Trixterlike38. Gets makes fun of Is afraid of her and

Jaques. Is in Sergeji and where along with his Aitor and has in fear, she could

fear to be sus- to be carefull. life, without fear about him reveal his petty

sed by him. going to ruin. at the same time. criminal doings.

Aitor Suspicious of Is open-minded Sussed Marcel Underwent a hard Does know something

all what is new against Sergeji. But and doesn’t life. The demons about Jutta and

and also of doesn’t like his rough confide in him. of the past are keeps silent.

Jaques. manner, especially knocking on

under alcohol. his door.

Jutta Wants to get Supposes Sergeji Guesses Marcel Neutral. Knows She has hard

out what Jaques could know any- could become a Aitor is an reli- to do with her

intends. thing. But needs problem. Because able employee past in the GDR.

him on Deck. he begins to who doesn’t ask Wants to become

blackmail her. too much. a winner, once

in here life.

(gatekeeper39).

To describe ”José’’ and ”Van Dong” in the ”Empathy Matrix” in this case we intention-
ally abdicate. In a real development of a plotline, they also must be considered, but it
makes no sense to complicate our example at this place.

For the second sequence (briefing) we get the following initial EM (and final EM):

Arthur Bernard Vitas

Arthur Arthur is a gambler Values Bernard, but is Is in fear of Vitas

and chronically in fear, that he can because he can

broke. notice anything. notice anything.

Bernard Values Arthur as a loyal col- Incorruply and Always loyal

league. Guesses something a little technocratic. against Vitas.

about his gambling addiction. Reliable.

Vitas Pity and sceptism Values Bernard Is under high pressur

against Arthur as an reliable and because of complying

knows something about faithfull employee. the fishing-quota.

Arthurs failure in past.

The ”Interlink sequence” shows the following relations:

37The inner conflict (latent attitude) is given in italic letters.
39Gatekeeper and Trixter, as mentioned archetyps of the model of the ”journey of the hero” by

J.Campbell/Ch.Vogler ([14] page 121 ff). Important for the transition from the first to the second act

in the heros-journey model.
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Jutta Arthur

Jutta A feeling of predominance Had a short affair

against the guys from the engineroom with Arthur.

Furthermore look at the following EM. Cooled down today,

a long time ago.

Arthur Had an affair with her. Little sentimental

Today he is a little bit in fear against Jutta.

of her. Love-hate relationship. Rest see above.

Jaques should get to know in this sequence the acting characters, their relations, the live
on board and all what could be dangerous. Simultaniously the other actiong characters
should get an attitude to Jaques. Looking at this premise, we get the following overview
about the situation using the ”Empathy Matrix” at sequence-end40:

Jaques Sergeji Marcel Aitor Jutta

Jaques Is unsure any- Accept Sergeji Reinforces his opin- neutral and Reinforces his opin-

more. Regains as a mentor41. nion to Marcel. wary, because nion to Jutta.

his self-assurance Remaining a rest Thinks he could of Aitors allof- Is she involved

again. of scepticism. be the murderer. ness. in the murder?

Sergeji His Scepticism is Has experienced wise guy who Neutral. Doesn’t Does know Jutta

gone. Confides the hardness of knows how to disturb Aitor. from GDR times,

now in Jaques. life. Hard-boiled. treat Marcel. guesses more

as he says.

Marcel Suspicious of Knows, how to treat Trixterlike. Gets makes fun of Is afraid of her and

Jaques. Is in Sergeji and where along with his Aitor and has in fear, she could

fear to be sus- to be carefull. life, without fear about him reveal his petty

sed by him. going to ruin. at the same time. criminal doings.

Aitor Suspicious of all Is open-minded Sussed Marcel Underwent a hard Does know something

what is new. against Sergeji. But and doesn’t life. The demons about Jutta and

But now he draw- doesn’t like his rough confide in him. of the past are keeps silent.

ed confidence in manner, especially knocking on

Jaques. under alcohol. his door.

Jutta Wants to get Supposes Sergeji Guesses Marcel Neutral. Knows She has hard

out what Jaques could know any- could become a Aitor is an reli- to do with her

intends. thing. But needs problem. Because able employee past in the GDR.

him on Deck. he begins to who doesn’t ask Wants to become

blackmail her. too much. a winner, once

in here life.

(gatekeeper42).

Looking at the ”Empathy Matrix” at the end of the sequence, we can’t see really fun-

damental changes because of the prevalent exposing character of it. Mainly the acting

characters changes43their attitudes in opposite to the protagonist, whilst their relations

between them are remaining in the given state, which is established at the beginning of

the sequence.

Function of the sequence is first of all to show the audience the circumstances in the

altered setting of the second act, before again focussing to the course of the plotline.

40Because nothing changes in the second and ”interlink sequence”, we abstain from considering them.
43Changes in the ”Empathy Matrix” are boldfaced.
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For practical work, we use dialogfields in a given ”screenplay-management-software” (see

the following illustration taken from the usability-study in context with this paper). For

the ”Empathy Matrix” at the beginning of the sequence we get:44

and for the ”Empathy Matrix” at the end of the sequnece analogously:45

3.3.4 Some words to the conflict

Probably it attracted somebodies attention, that we didn’t talk much about one of the

main facts in the dramatic arts, the conflict. As evident, it’s not our main focus, so we

suppose the knowledge46of the main conflicts of all the characters, especially the main

characters, which are documented using the PCM or a global initial EM47for the series

44English translation of the text in the input textarea: sceptical, sometimes distrustful. Does he have

anything to hide?
45English translation: Accepts Sergeji as a mentor and will trust in him. A rest of scepticism remains.
46A roughly overview was given in section 3.1 about ”finding the story”.
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or season. We also can look at our protagonist Jaques as a ”catalytic character”48,

typical for an investigator in a criminal plot. Eventually his motives to investigate the

murder, we can find in a deep inner conflict, which bases as mentioned on his relations

to the murdered Pierre, or, in other cases it could be seen also in his main character

trait, as a ”true detective”. The scenic ”Empathy Matrices” are able to show possible

detail conflicts and the evolution of it. If it’s required, to look at the main conflicts of

the main character and the others, we will refer to it at the corresponding places. The

conflict, or more exact the evolution of the conflict reveals itself when considering the

parameters in the T-A-G Scheme of the course of the plotline.

3.3.5 Mirroring (how to derive the ”Action Matrix” using the given

”Empathy Matrices”)

If the ”Empathy Matrices” are known, which means, we know the emotional relationship

between the characters, we can make observations about the actions, which are required

to transfers the situation, described in the EM at the beginning of the sequence into the

situation described in the EM at the end of the sequence.

Also the ”Action Spaces” should be known, at least in a rough manner. We should

know, what the acting characters are able to do.

The ”Mirroring” generates with regard to the question ” What does A sense to B? the

resulting question What has B to do, or what should happen, that A senses in such a

manner for B? and confronts one of these questions with the other in the corresponding

dialogfield of the software as shown in the illustration of the usability-study (see the

following illustration). As a user, it means as an author we have a good oversight to

manage the emotional states and actions of the characters and related events.

For our example it means: Sergeji has to prove his ability, to become Jaques mentor, that

Jaques can trust him furthermore. Marcel in opposite has to reveal some kinds of his

criminal mind and unreliability, to set the audience to the wrong tracks. The character

of Jutta is to define and describe in a manner, that reveals something, we believe in her

compliancy in the murder.

47See in [1], remark at page 36.
48A ”catalytic-character” is a figure, which induces a development of the character in the other char-

acters, see L.Egri und Ch.Vogler in [5] and [14].
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3.3.6 Assigning the ”Volatility”-Patterns to the sequences

Refering to what we want to consider and assess, the model could be grow in a very

complex manner. It becomes hardly comprehensible and loses its usability. For this

reason one sequence takes only one ”Volatility pattern”, which is part of the sequnece

of ”Volatility patterns” inside a ”Narrative/Normative”-Scheme, which is defined at the

beginning and follows the genre and sujet.

Important at this place is the possibility to oppose alternative actions. The question

is: How deviates the alternative action A in opposite to the alternative action B from

an ideal measurement, given by the ”Volatility pattern”? What’s about the score value,

yielded by any alternative action?
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Every ”Volatility pattern” is assigned to one sequence and determines a ”ideal” reference

value, whereas the T-A-G Scheme of the single assessments are assigned to the particular

”Action Matrices”, which determines the possible score values of the alternative actions.

We now look at the sequence called rescue, where Sergeji will help Jaques or save him.

The ”Volatility”-Pattern looks like this:49

Sequence T A G

Sequence 1 ”rescue” 80 -15 75

Sequence 2 ”briefing” 20 +30 60

Because of the ”preparing” character of sequence 2 (briefing) the parameter of tension

isn’t set to such a high level50. In the first sequence (rescue) which essence is applying

the normal kind of tension (”will he accomplish?”) or alternative the suspense (”doesn’t

he realize the upcoming danger?”), the value is essentially higher rated. Also the value

of alignment takes, as indicated, in the second case (briefing) a more positive directon as

in the first case (rescue), where a more dangerous situation is revealed and the dramatic

course seems to become more negative (destructive forces do its work). The scenic

gradient would be higher rated in the first sequence (rescue), because it has a higher

influence and importance to the following parts of the plotline and does more alter in

the attitudes between the involved characters.

3.3.7 Assigning scenes or defining new

The sequence model, which is the base of the usability-case software, i developed as

a prototype in parallel, is free to use outside the classic structure divided into acts,

normally used in development of a stage- or screenplay. It only gives scenes which

should be combined, a logical substructure and makes it possible to assign the elements

to it, we need for screenplay development and analysis.

3.3.8 Alternative actions and its assessment

To prove the usability of the T-A-G Scheme, we look again at section 3.2.2, page 68.

We imagine two alternatives of action, which could be discussed by a team of authors

49The given values are complying with the values of a scala given in percents, it means from 0 to 100

and in case of the alignment from -50 to +50, to show the direction (positive/negative) of the direction.

See also in [3] page 87.
50It is’nt ever correct. E.g. the tension could increase dramatic, starting at a more ”silent” beginning.
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(especially by a showrunner and storyliners). It’s not much, but it should be enough to

describe this process, and that, what may follow, as an example.

So what happens on board of the deep sea trawler, that the first sequence (rescue)

takes effect once in its exposing manner and second to come into effect relating to the

following course of the plotline. We want to compare and discus the different aspects of

our considered score value factors:51

1. Tension: At this place, it’s the best to use simultanity or anticipation, to give the

audience information in advance. The secret (see again McKee [15] page 374) in

this case, should stay in the background. Given are two examples we consider.

One following classic tension and the second evoking suspense. The reason of both

kinds of tension should be technical aspects, because technical endangerments,

have a more immediate dramatic effect and will show the competences in methods

of the acting characters and don’t slide too much into their levels of inner conflicts.

Again, we differ:

- Classic tension: Simultanity of information between audience and acting char-

acters. ”Does he/she accomplish?”

- Dramatic irony/suspense: advance of information of the audience against the

acting characters. ”It will happen soon and nobody knows anything about

it.”

To get this kind of tensions we can involve the second sequence (briefing) and the

”interlink sequence”.

But first of all, the question is, which action, which event induces the tension?

There we will look again at the ”triggering technical event”, which we described in

the last section. Because we are on board of a deep sea trawler, we are faced with

the classic endangerments of deep sea fishing. There are, as mentioned in 3.3.1 for

example:

- Hauling the nets with the winch, where also the trawl boards putted out. A

trawl board is a fluid body made of steel or wooden, which pulls the open

ends of the net in opposite directions and so it enables the whole device to

do its work in catching fishes. Trawl boards are heavy and cumbersome. So

51See also in [3] page 88.
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as a whole we can get caught in the net, struck dead by a trawl board and

something unmentioned can occur.

- Putting the ”successfull” haul on board. The net is jam-packed, so the ropes

can rip, the falling down haulage can inter someone and other unlovely things

could happen.

The second sequence (briefing) and perhaps the ”interlink sequence” can help us,

to better get and describe the reason of the catastrophe, e.g. there are the following

possibilities. In keywords:

- The diesel engine (main engine of the ship) fails and stops the winch hauling

in the fishnet.

- The supporting aggregate doesn’t start (increasing the tension).

- Problems in communication between deck, bridge and engine room (”interlink

sequence”).

We decide on the two following alternatives of action, doing it without the ”inter-

link sequence”, limiting us to the essential:52

I. Generalized tension:

As known from the briefing sequence (subplot), the captain points his com-

mand crew out to possible failures which could happen regarding to the fixings

of the trawl boards. Deploying the net, one trawl board unfastens suddenly and

makes it possible to damage the technical equipment on deck. Jaques realizes

the situation and is able to stop the process. With the help of Sergeji, who

was in proximity to him, it succeddes to fasten the swinging trawl board again

and to successfully deploy the net.

II. Dramatic irony/suspense:

As shown in the corresponding scene inside the sequence, we can see deploying

the net, and in a typical manner for suspense, how unfastens one of the trawl

boards. Jaques isn’t able to see that, because of the unfortunate angle, he

stands on deck. He undoubtly will be rammed by the trawl board when it

should swing down. Sergeji realizes the situation and by his stout-hearted

intervention he can save Jaques at the last moment, before the trawl board

52See also in [3] page 89 ff.
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fully enfastens. It falls down very noisy at the place, where Jaques stoud at

the moment before.

2. Scenic alignment:

The scenic course inside the sequence lead us, starting at a neutral situation turning

into negative and ending in a positive situation in the first case. Jaques will be

supported by Sergeji in a emergency situation. All will become good, the net can

be deployed and the fishing can keep on. In the second case Sergeji is able to

save Jaques at the last moment. The trawl board falling on deck, damages all

equipment and perhaps something more. The fishing will be broken. If the ship is

highly damaged, the whole voyage must be broken and the ship is to be navigated

back to the home port. It means the course of the plotline turns into a negative

alignment, which is able to alter the whole ”Action Space” (AS) of the plotline and

influences ”Action Spaces” of all other acting characters. In the first case, we can

keep on looking at the fishing trawl, in the second case, there are two posibilities:

The first is, if the ship isn’t damaged too hard, the fishing can keep on. In the

second case, if the ship is damaged hard, we are forced to create a new situation

with a whole new context.53

3. Scenic gradient:

Both alternatives of action we considered in the special case of tension (item 1.),

have the same goal refering to the acting of Jaques and Sergeji. Sergeji becomes

the mentor of Jaques, which doesn’t change the scenic dynamics too much. The

state of the situation remains as happend, only the relation between Jaques and

Sergeji will be reinforced, which we could anticipate already at the beginning. Also

the relevance of action isn’t so important, because of the more exposing character

of the scene. We know, we are on fishing.

3.3.9 Assessment

The first case will show Jaques as a determined, straigth acting character, who doesn’t

need too much support by Sergeji. He is the master of the situation, but isn’t totally

able to accomplish by himself. The scene shows: If Jaques wants to stay alive in this

foreighn world, he needs support by the others. It’s the situation which could be called

53Of course, there are some other possible courses in the plotline, but it doesn’t matter in our consid-

eration.
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an ”expositoric gaining of buddies”.

In the second case Jaques isn’t the ”main roleplayer”. He is more a victim of the twists

of fate. We discern his foibles and his cluelessness. He is a rookie in this, for him foreighn

world. The mentor function of Sergeji is affirmed by the suspense-driven structure of the

course of the scene or sequence and a deeper interdependence between Jaques and Sergeji

is established. The dependence on reliable buddies in this world will be underlined. At

this point we will look again at the underlying ”Volatility pattern” of the second sequence

(rescue):54

Sequence T A G

First Sequence (rescue) 80 -15 75

which we will confront with the assessment of the ”Action Matrices”. So we yield the

”deviation to the ideal” by computing the euclidian distance between the ”Volatility

pattern” and the assessment of the authors/dramatic advisors we get as a measure of

length (see chapter 1.6.5, page 39 ff).

Dramaturgic assessment55by showrunner, storyliners, authors:

Sequence T A G

Alternative 1 72 -10 70

Alternative 2 78 -12 72

Squares of differences:

Alternative 1 (80− 72)2 (−15− (−10))2 (75− 70)2

Alternative 2 (80− 78)2 (−15− (−12))2 (75− 72)2

which yields:

Sequence T A G

Sequence 2 80 -15 75

Alternative 1 82 = 64 (−5)2 = 25 52 = 25

Alternative 2 22 = 4 (−3)2 = 9 32 = 9

and so we yield for the euclidian distance:

54See also in [3] page 91 ff.
55The parameters of the T-A-G Scheme as shown, we got by computing the arithmetic mean of the

given single assessment inside the particular Action-Matrix of the sequence, as discussed in section 1.6.7

on page 44.
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Alternative 1: l1 =
√

(64 + 25 + 25) =
√

(114) = 10, 68 approximately l1 = 10

rounded off.

Alternative 2: l1 =
√

(4 + 9 + 9) =
√

(22) = 4, 69 approximately l2 = 5

So alternative 2 is closer to the demand of what is defined by the ”Volatility pattern”

as compared with alternative 1 and in this case the more optimal solution, given by the

demand of the ”Volatility pattern”. This must not be valid for the following course of

the plotline, which we get as the resulting dramatic course of both alternatives of action.

3.3.10 Determining the ”Action Spaces”

If we don’t have any concrete ideas about actions, we can detemine the ”Action Spaces”

first, we know anything about the acting characters, events, places and the goal of

the scene or sequence. As mentioned i don’t want to use these to exactly mathematic

destinction in the terms of ”Action Space”, set of permitted actions or restrictions and

anything else. In the following, we want to use only the term ”Action Space” (AS) to

determine what could happen at the beginning or at the end of a scene or sequence,

influenced by actions and events between. Looking at the actions of the characters or

the scenic events, we are able to gain some different resulting ”Action Spaces”, which

can result in other succeeding ”Action Spaces” using different possible transactions and

so on. The example with the pistole56which we perhaps can miss in the next scene and

which has to be substituted in other kinds of acting, was mentioned before.

For the given example we look at four alternatives of action:57

- Case I., which means the growing of general tension: Is he able to accomplish?

(Answer: Yes, with Sergejis help).

- Case II., which means: How could he escape this dangerous situation? (Answer:

Sergejis straight intervention did save him).

- Case I. with the alternative: All okay, but the ship is damaged hard. The fishing

trawl is to be interupted.

- Based on Case II., but with the option, that the ship is hardly damaged and can

keep on the fishing trawl.

56see section 1.2.5on page 7 and section1.5.2 at page 34.
57See also in [3] page 93.
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These four alternatives result in the following combination of situations, looking at our

example which determines the ”Action Spaces”:58

- Resulting from the normal situation of tension:

Sergeji supported Jaques in preventing the falling down of the trawl board and to

avoid that deck and aggregates would be damaged. After a short break the fishing

trawl kept on.

At this place, we can get actions, which are strongly related to the fishing trawl.

The fishermen and deck officers keep on their normal doings, which allows to choose

actions taken from the normal daily routine of these workers.

- Dramatic Irony/Suspense:

The trawl board is fallen down and Jaques is saved at the last minute by the straight

intervention of Sergeji.

Here we can get a widely new set of possible actions following the same initial

situation. The ship could be massive damaged, the fishing trawl is to be stopped.

The now following actions are strongly related to acts of safety, protection and

repair. At this point it’s difficult to remain in the too deeply structured aspects of

the story concept. Some of the following scenes or sequences have to be altered or

alternatively completed in many respects or better should be dropped.

The question of furthermore possible given ”Actions Spaces” and its determination we

won’t investigate at this place. To do this, we need a widely more complex example. It

could be the topic of a bigger field test. At this place, we want to look again at our base

topic.

3.3.11 Optimization and analysis

To do an optimization is only possible and makes sense, if there are scenic alternatives,

which means more than one ”Action Matrix” assigned to one sequence which are con-

nected to other different ”Action Spaces”. If there are only one, the system is optimal

by definition59.

Our example shows two alternative options in action, which leads us to most different

58See also in [3] page 93 and 94.
59Remark by the author: With some irony: The best of all bad solutions.
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final situations. Is the ”Narrative/Normative Pattern” of this kind, to give the charac-

ter of Jaques more dimensions and depth? Is it possible to give the ”Volatility pattern”

more weight in direction of suspense? So associated sequences should have more of it.

In this case Jaques is more the victim, in the other he is more the ”hero”. In this case it

is possible to reduce the measurement of tension in the ”Volatility pattern” and to give

the alignment a more positive weight. In the first case, based on the normal term of

Figure 3.3: Possible scenic alternatives
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tension, the scenic action has a wider distance to the ”Volatility pattern” following the

”Narrative/Normative Pattern” as in the second case which is more suspense-oriented.

In the second case the scenic action is more close to what is forced by the scheme. So it

is ”more optimal”.

But, because of the differing events differing ”Action Spaces” are possible. It is also

possible that a assessment pattern is given for the next scene or sequence, which is less

conform to the next ”Volatility pattern”, as a solution, arised from the primary subopti-

mal pattern of event and which influences the following ”Action Spaces” and the plotline

leading actions. In our example it could look like this (see figure 3.3).

The originating Situation s[0] in both cases is, the fishing trawl happens and the net

is deployed. The ”Narrative/Normative Pattern” determines a high tension with a less

negative alignment, which could be described, using the ”Volatility pattern” assigned to

the corresponding sequence. As we can see, the more suspense-containing version of ac-

tion expressed by using a corresponding ”Action Matrix” is close to the desired optimal

valuation as the version with the normal kind of tension, which means, the euclidian

distance is shorter and the score values are lesser (5 instead of 10, see figure 3.3). In case

of the sequence where suspense dominates, the ship was damaged, but in a manner, that

keeping on the fishing trawl is possible. It was only the necessity for a short break to

repair the ship, which gives Marcel the possibility to reveal more of his character traits

using such an altered ”Action Space”. Here we can see the function and the influence

of the ”Volatility pattern” und what is influenced by it. The ”Volatility pattern” in this

example was determined in a manner, that a state of higher dynamics is forced. To show

more about the character traits of Marcel didn’t have some priority. So we get the value

of four60 as the euclidian distance in opposite to twelve61 yielded before (see figure 3.3).

This is, in fact only a tribute to our example. If we add the value, we yielded by the

formerly worse version, which based on the ”normal” tension, to the value gotten from

the second better version 10 + 4, we get the in total lesser value of 14 against the other

version with the sum of 5 + 12 = 17. In practice it would be prefered probably the

version with the mentioned euclidian distance of twelve62.

The timegap, we win, considering the retarding moment of repairing the ship, gives the

author more space to reveal more about Marcels character traits, and following classical

recipies in development of crime stories, to set the audience to the wrong tracks, repec-

60From s1[0] to s2[0].
61From s1[2] to the following node, look always from left to right.
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tively to underline this. In this case the version valued with the factor of twelve would

be the better one and in total the result we got from the first suspense-based version of

the sequence together with the second ”repair-retarded” seqnence version should be the

more optimal.

If we continue this process of assessment all over the whole plotline, we get such a high

complexity of the total evaluation, which could neither be handled by one men nor be

sussed. So an evaluation only could be done using an suitable algorithm, which is given

at this place by Bellmans Value iteration implemented as an recursion algorithm based

on Bellmans functional equation (see chapter 1.4 on the pages 20 ff).

Assessing in practice what Bellman yields, is the task of really experienced professionals

in dramatic work, with a good common sense and human intuition.

If we additionaly get another version of action comming from the sequence, which devi-

ates more then the others63, it’s necessary, to create a new BVS (or RCS) as shown in

section 1.2.9, which is a copy of the given, until the considered point where it branches.

This new one we get, is to be proved separately also using Bellmans Value iteration

and finally compared with the results gotten from the other version of this part of the

plotline. For example to do this, we can take the version, we get if the damage of the

ship is high enough to break the fishing trawl and to go to repair the ship at the home

port. In this case, we can get a totally new course of the plotline.

An optimum and this is the essence of what we consider, could be ever an relative op-

timum, which means an optimum compared to a solution, which is more worse. An

optimum, in a real mathematical manner as mentioned doesn’t exist.

At last we can say that using the ”Narrative/Normative Scheme”, it reveals us a tool

for construction of plotlines, totally independent of characters and action and where the

story is totally subdued at the moment of evaluation. If it makes sense, is wished or

could be used in practice is another question. This all could be the question of a bigger

practical field test.

3.3.12 Interpretation of the results

Now we ask the question: What could be done by the system? What could be able to

perform? As mentioned before an optimum in this case is a very relative term. To find

62A point of discussion for ”fine-tuning” in the writersroom.
63A version of action, which requires the definition of a further sequential structure.
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an optimum in all shades a plotline consists of is simply impossible. The system only

delivers a chain of causal connected actions, assessed by a couple of experts, using a

specific pattern to do that.

It’s to be next by the experts, to evaluate the result yielded by the computer, in a

reasonable manner and to compare and adapt the own suggestions with that, gotten

from the computer, or by taking the own experience, to scrutinize it.

3.3.13 Adaption of the results (iteration)

If we proceeded as mentioned before, we are able to do adaptions to our own model and

the connected process of evaluation, which yields one more modified optimum and so

on. The process can be repeated as often we want to do this. So we have to ask, when

it makes sense to break.

3.3.14 Résumé

Following my own experience i got in testing what i sayed and in work with the ”Empathy

Matrices” to describe scenes or scenic courses. ”Empathy Matrices” are by all means

usable to gain information about the characters and the dramatic course of a plotline. It

enables us, using tools as mentioned and tested in my software usability study to gain a

very fine structurized character arc. The ”Mirroring” i extended my basic model, could

help in a very illustrative manner to show coherences, which are given by the question:

What does A sense to B? and turns into the question What has B to do, or what should

happen, that A senses in such a manner for B? Also using the main diagonals of the

EMs or AMs, you are able to develop the character arcs of every single acting character

in a very sophisticated manner. The point of optimization taking a mathematical view is

consistent, but could be rather complicated in practice and so becomes unusable. Also a

question is, which parameters for assessment really make sense. Perhaps it makes more

sense, to devide the tension in it three kinds i mentioned

- Normal tension

- Suspense or

- Secret64

64As defined and describe by McKee, see [15] page 374.
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Also it could be usefull to do not combine the ”scenic dynamics” and the ”relevance of

action” to the ”scenic gradient”, but consider them separatly. In all this cases we should

not forget to look at the complexity of it all, so that we don’t lose the usability of the

model in all our deliberations.

Conclusion

The idea to this publication was born in the need to contribute anything to the constant

changing landscape of the media like film, televison and the more upcoming of stream-

ing channels and web series, which makes it necessary, to develop models of structural

organisation handling systems of higher complexity.

At last and i’m shure about, it all is suiting totally or in parts, as mentioned at the begin-

ning of this paper, for using in a quite collaborative manner, which means in discussion

of some people, who have to assess something what could happen in a story or plotline,

which we can see in the development of bigger TV series and is called writersroom. So

i have choosen this title for my paper. Concluding this all, i have to say: This all are

only suggestions. Only a bigger field test is able to prove my suggestions, partially or in

total.

At last at this place i have to thank Robert Pfeffer and Prof. Egbert van Wyngaarden.

They encouraged me to resume my work following this direction.

If you have any questions or suggestion, write to:

drama-dynprog(at)t-online.de
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